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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the development of the asymptotic quasi-likelih

methodology in a fixed sample space with regard to the estimation of paramete

of a linear model. The asymptotic quasi-likelihood method is a statistical inf
method based on the estimating functions approach. An outline of the general
estimating functions theory is given.

The error term of the adopted linear model is a martingale difference. No know

edge of the distributional form of the martingale difference is assumed. The c

tional variance of the martingale difference is estimated by a function deriv

the square of the observations. This enables the construction of the asymptoti

quasi-score function from which the estimates of the parameters of the linear
can be derived.

Conditions under which the root of the asymptotic quasi-score function lies i

the parameter space are established. This root is shown to be a consistent es

of the parameter of interest under these conditions. Simulation studies are ca

out and comparison is made between the least squares method and the asymptoti

iii

iv
quasi-likelihood method.

The asymptotic quasi-score function is shown to have a limiting normal distri

bution under certain conditions. Asymptotic confidence intervals and hypothes

tests for the parameters are derived from this distribution. Results of analy
simulated data as well as real-life data support this convergence.

The conditional variance of the martingale difference is estimated by a funct

derived from the square of observations. This function is shown to be a gener

of the variance functions commonly encountered in the literature. This elimin

the problem of mis-specification of the variance function, a possible shortco

the weighted least squares method. A graphical technique of selecting the pro

estimator of the conditional variance of the martingale difference is develop

ther, a nonconstant variance diagnostic based on a chi-squared test is incorp

as a selection criterion for the proper estimator of the conditional variance
martingale difference.

This procedure is used in the analysis and estimation of parameters in linear

regression and experimental design. It is shown that, using this method, comp

of treatment effects of an experimental design is possible even when the erro
of the model has nonconstant variance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Historical background

Statistical inference has largely been centred on the least squares (LS) m
the maximum likelihood (ML) method. The strengths and weaknesses of these

methods have long been demonstrated by the wide variety of settings in whi
are used.
The LS method was founded by Legendre in 1805 on more or less intuitive

grounds. Gauss (1809, 1823) provided two statistical justifications for the

He demonstrated that the LS estimate coincides with the ML estimate unique

the normal distribution and that, with conditions on the first two moments
ing otherwise independent of the distributional form, the LS method gives

variance within the class of "linear unbiased estimates". The later justif

become the now well known Gauss-Markov (GM) theorem. In this sense the lea
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squares estimate is optimal. The optimality is in relation to finite samples
The ML method was introduced by Fisher in 1921 with the justification that

it results in estimates that provide minimum size asymptotic confidence int

for the parameter of interest. The concept of minimum size asymptotic confid

intervals dates back to Laplace. Let Y be a random variable that has a densi
function f(y; 6), where y £ Rm, 6 takes values from an open subset 0 £ i?d,

and d are positive integers. For a sample y1? y2, • • •, yn drawn from this d
the likelihood function is
n

-M2/1. s/2, • • •, Vn\ 0) = fj f(y» #)•
t=l

The ML estimator of 9 is the value 9(yi, • • • ,yn) (if it exists) that maxi
likelihood function. That is,

MiVi> 3/2, • • •, Vn\ 0) = max Ln(yu y2, • • •, yn\ 0).

Since Ln(yi, y2, • • •, yn', 0) and logLn(yi, y2,- • • ,yn;9) have their maxi

ist) at the same value of 0, it is sometimes easier to obtain 9 via the loga

the likelihood. It is evident that in order to construct a likelihood funct
necessary to present a probabilistic mechanism that specifies, for a range
eter values, the probabilities of all relevant samples that might possibly

observed. Such a specification implies either explicit knowledge of the mec

by which the data were generated or substantial experience of similar data f

previous experiments. Such specification is not always available. Therein l
problem of the ML method.
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The LS and ML approaches are unified in the estimating function theory whic

is variously known as the Quasi-likelihood (QL) method and Asymptotic Quasi

likelihood (AQL) method. The estimating functions procedure exhibits the st

of the LS and ML methods, while avoiding their weaknesses. The use of estim

functions dates back at least to K. Pearson's introduction of the method of
(1894). Kimball (1946) coined the term "estimating function".

1.2 Failure of the Least squares (LS) approa

Let yi,y2,- • • ,3/n he independent real random variates with common expecta
and common variance given by

E(yi) = 9, var(yi) = a2, t = 1,2,--• ,n, (1.1)

where 9 comes from the parameter space 0. The LS estimate of 9 is obtained

S/i,3/2, •• •• • iVn by minimizing YA=i{Vi ~ 6)2 f°r ^ne variations of 9. Th

is attained at the LS estimate of 9, namely the sample mean y = (YlVi)/n- Th
GM-theorem states that y is the unbiased minimum variance estimate for 9.
There are generalizations of the GM theorem that apply only conditionally.
pose model (1.1) is modified as follows;

E(yi) = ai(9), var(y{) = a2, j = l,---,n, (1.2)

where a,- are differentiable functions of 9 with unique inverse functions a

estimate is obtained by minimizing S"=1(t/i — a;(0))2. The LS estimate is ju
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by the GM theorem only for those functions cti{9) which are linear in 9. The

approach fails in this case due to the fact that a~~ (yi) is not unbiased fo
though yi is unbiased for «;(#).
Suppose model (1.2) is further modified such that

E(yi) = ai(0), var(yi) = ca2(9), i = 1, • • •, n, (1.3)

where erf (9) are specified differentiable functions of 9 and c is an unkno

constant not depending on 9. To estimate 9, the LS approach requires minimi
of J2?=i(yi — &i(9))21'a2'(9). This results in the LS estimating equation

G + £ = 0,
where G = T^ifa ~ cti{9))(8ai/89)a-2 and B = £?=1(yt- - ai(9))2{8(^/89)0-^.
Whereas E(G) = 0, E(B) = ELi^/^K"1 = £?=1(.9 logai/89) is generally non-

zero and thus the solution of G + 5 = 0 is not an unbiased estimator of 9. F
large samples G/n converges in probability to zero but B/n could diverge to

depending on the nature of (l/n)£(d logcr,/<90). Thus for large n, the solut

G = 0 under some regularity conditions will converge in probability to the t

value, whereas the solution of the LS estimating function may not. This is a
example in which the LS approach fails.
As already shown, the approaches of the ML, LS and the GM theorem all have
shortcomings. It is instructive to note that the LS method is applicable in

range of settings. To cite an example, in generalized linear models, the max

likelihood estimates of the parameters are obtained by iterative weighted L
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dicated by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972), Bradley (1973) and Jennrich and Moore

(1975). The theory of the estimating functions and the QL combines the strengths
of the ML and LS while at the same time eliminating their weaknesses. All the

standard methods of estimation, such as the ML, LS, conditional LS, minimum chi

squared, and M-estimation are included in the general framework of the estimati

function approach under minor regularity conditions. An overview of the estimat
functions procedure has been given by Godambe and Kale (1991).

1.3 The Quasi-likelihood Method
With regard to model (1.1), the concept of the QL method is based on real functions G of observations yi,---,yn and the parameter of interest #, that is G =

G{yii''' i Vn] $)• Such functions are called estimating functions in view of th

tral role in estimation which is evident from what follows. Consider the model (
For any specified numbers hi (i = 1, • • •, n), the function
n

G(yu•••,yn;0) = YlHvt - e)

is a linear unbiased estimating function. The linearity is considered with resp
9 and the unbiasedness is due to E(G(yi, • • • ,yn; 9)) = EJ27=i k(yi — 9) = 0.

equation G = 0, when solved for 9, provides an estimate 9 for 9. Let Q be the c
all linear unbiased estimating functions subject to the condition E"=i °i — c,

c is a constant. In this context, an estimating function G* is said to be optim
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G if G* £ g and for all G £ g and 9 £ 0

£(G*2) < E(G2). (1.4)

In other words, the unbiased estimator obtained from G* has minimum variance

among the estimators obtained from other estimating functions in g. The estimat
function G* in Q satisfying (1.4) above is
n

G* = y-9

where

y = J^yi/n,

(1.5)

which, in this particular case, also happens to be the LS estimate of 9.

As already indicated, the idea of estimating functions has been around for quit
some time. An early example of this is the pivotal quantities or 'pivots' used

Fisher (1935). The distribution of a pivot does not depend on the parameter 9 a
this property is exploited in making.inferences about 9. An early contribution

estimating function theory is by Godambe (1960). He defined an optimal estimati

function in the following manner. A function G* belonging to a set of functions

is an optimal estimating function in g with respect to a one-dimensional parame
space 0 if

,E(G*},2 < ,ElG}s2

fora11 G

€5 and all $ € 0. (1.6)

The optimality criteria is motivated by noting that it is desirable to have G(y

as near to zero as possible when 9 is the true value. This requires var(G) to b
small as possible. Further, for a real valued 8, G(yi, • • • ,yn; 9 + S) should

far away from from zero as possible when 9 is the true value, where 9 -f S £ 0.
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This requires (E(8G/89)) — (£&;) to be as far away from zero as possible. Both
requirements are combined into one resulting in (1.6).
This optimality criterion has been offered in other forms by Kale (1985) and
Small and McLeish (1988) and have shown that the optimal estimator given in
(1.6), minimizes, at least asymptotically, the mean square error

E(9Q*

— #)2, whe

6G* is the solution of G* = 0. Godambe and Heyde (1987) have provided a further

justification in terms of asymptotically shortest confidence intervals for the Q

timates in a general setting of stochastic processes. For model (1.3), the optimal
estimating function under the optimality criteria (1.6) is

G* = X>- " ai(9))(dai/89)a-2,
which results in a better estimate than that given by the LS and GM approach.
The present day usage of the term "quasi-likelihood" was initiated by Wedder-

burn (1974). He observed that the expression y — 9 in (1.5), or a similar expressi

a more general setting, possesses mathematical properties of a "score function",

is, the derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to the parameter. The stat

import of this mathematical fact is indicated by the term "quasi-likelihood". Th

underlying idea is from the scalar linear regression model with an independent e

term whose distribution is of an exponential family type. The true score functio
depends on the parameters only through the means and the variances, as noted by
Bradley (1973) and Wedderburn (1974). To estimate the parameters, Wedderburn

(1974) suggested using the exponential family score function, even when the erro
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unspecified. Clearly, the estimation then depends on the first two moments only, a
in the GM theorem. The question that arises is what happens when the true underlying distribution is not from the exponential family. Godambe and Heyde (1987)

have defined the quasi-likelihood in a very general setting in which this question
answered. They have provided two optimality criteria, one for fixed samples and
another leading to shortest asymptotic confidence bounds for the estimator. Both

criteria are satisfied by the same (quasi-score) estimating function under broad co

ditions. Optimal estimating (quasi-score) functions do not necessarily exist for th
criteria without restricting consideration to a particular set of functions.

1.4 Asymptotic Quasi-likelihood

Discussions of optimality of estimating functions and QL in a general context, suc
as those given by Godambe and Heyde (1987) and Heyde (1988), are concerned with

exact results, where a specific criterion holds exactly as opposed to asymptoticall

One particular difficulty with the exact theory is that a QL estimator may contain
an unknown parameter or parameters. The following example has been given in
Heyde and Gay (1989) to illustrate the shortcomings of the QL theory.
Let {Xt, 1 < £ < T} be a sample from a (/-dimensional auto-regressive process

where (3 is a d x d matrix to be estimated and the £f's are independent with
E(et) = 0, E{ete't) = At,
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and A4 has its off-diagonal elements all equal to zero. This heteroscedastic autore
gressive model can be conveniently rewritten in the form

Xt = [X't_x ® Id)9 + et, (1.7)

where for the matrices A = (aij) and B, A (8> B denotes the Kroenecker product,
the matrix whose (i,j)ih block element is the matrix a^B, while 9 is the vector

obtained from j3 by stacking its columns one on top of the other, counting from le
to right. Id is a d-dimensional identity matrix. Following the theory of Godambe
and Heyde (1987), the quasi-score estimating function for this model is

G*T(9) = X) {x't-i ® I^'K1 {*t ~ (xt-i ® U)0) • (1.8)
t=i

T h e subsequent Q L estimate contains the generally unknown quantity A t . If At = A
for each t, then the QL estimate of 9 is

0 = {EJLI (^'-i ® /*)' A"1 (*U ® J,)}_1 Ej=1 (^_! ® h)'hr

= (E«T=I fe-i ® A"1)' (*t-i ® /i)}"1 Ej=i (*;-i ® A"1) X,
v
;
J
L
(1.9)
1
1
= \pLi {Xt-iX't-iY ® A} Ej=1 (X,-! ® A" ) X,= Ej=1 {EL (X.-IX;^) _1 x,-! ® /,} x3
which does not contain the unknown A.
The properties that are required by the exact solutions of the optimal estimation
problem leading to QL estimators are often only approximately satisfied. Heyde
and Gay (1989) introduced the concept of the asymptotic quasi-likelihood (AQL) in

which the optimality criteria is not satisfied exactly but holds in a certain asym
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sense. The AQL estimators still enjoy the same kind of properties as the ordi

QL estimators, such as having asymptotic confidence intervals of minimum size

For the heteroscedastic autoregressive process (1.7), the estimator (1.9) sati

AQL optimality criteria if At —>• A as t —>• oo. This is made apparent in the
chapter. Situations whereby the variance matrix At converges to A as t —> oo
more likely to occur in practical situation than to have At = A for each t.
The QL and AQL are used in a wide variety of settings and require relatively

few assumptions as already seen. Because of this generality, properties of th

methods can be very difficult to obtain. Hutton, Ogunyemi and Nelson (1991) h

highlighted the problem of obtaining a quasi-score function for a model in wh

both the first and second moments of the observed values depend on an unknown

parameter. They proposed a simplification of the quasi-score function in whi

second moment is replaced with a simpler but asymptotically equivalent funct

the first instance. The resulting estimator is known as the simplified quasi

(SQL) estimator. In a second optional stage, the SQL estimator can be substi
for the unknown parameter in the second moment and the root of the resulting

modified quasi-score function used as an estimator. Hutton, Ogunyemi and Nels

(1991) went on further to show that their two-stage technique can yield full
estimators.

The difficulty of obtaining quasi-score functions for some situations motiva

Lin (1995) to introduce a new approach in the AQL method. The main difference

in Lin's (1995) approach and the one given by others is that in her definitio
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asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions, the estimating function
space isfixedfor each sequence. This approach enables the estimation of parameters
in situations where it is impossible to correctly determine the quasi-score function
as illustrated below. Consider a linear stochastic model of the form

yt = ft(0) + Mt, t = l,---,T, (1.10)

where yt is the observation at time t, ft(9) is a linear function of the parameter o
interest 9 of dimension p and Mt is a random variable whose conditional m e a n given
previous information (denoted by E(Mt\J:t-i)) is zero and the conditional variance
given previous information (denoted by E{M^\Jrt-\)) is unknown. T h e quasi-score
function takes the form

f
where ft = (dft(9)/89i)

r

ftMt

The QL estimate of 9 is the root of the quasi-score

function. Since E(Mf\J-'t-i) is unknown, it is not possible to obtain the Q L estimate.
Lin (1995) has shown that if there exists a sequence of predictable processes httn such
that htyn converges in probability to E(M^\Jrt-i) for each t, then it is possible to
obtain asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions that yield consistent estimates
of 9. Lin (1995) further proposed that for linear models, a possible choice of ht,n is
given by httTl = gt,n — •/?($), where {gt,n} is another sequence of predictable processes
that converge to E(y1\jTt-\) as n tends to infinity. T h e process {gt,n} is obtained
from the square of observations {y 2 } through the relation

Vt = 9t,n + £t,n

3 0009 03254701 5
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where E(et,n\jTt-i) is reasonably small for t £ (0,T). Squaring model (1.10) t
taking conditional expectation results in
E(y?\Ft-i) = fm + E(M?\ft-i)
= gt,n + E^t^l^t-l)
~ gt,n-

Thus E(Mt\J7t-i) is estimated by gt,n — f?(9) Using this approximation results
the asymptotic quasi-score function

t=\ 9t,n ~ Jt [V)

The root of (1.11) determines a sequence of AQL estimates {9T,U} which converg
to the true parameter asn->oo and T —> oo.
This thesis adopts Lin's (1995) concept of the AQL and applies it to linear

models. Several questions arise concerning this procedure. First and foremost

due to the limited information provided by {y2}, it may not be possible to fi

sequence of predictable processes gtin which converge to E(M^\jrt-i) as n ten

infinity. Weaker and more practical conditions are required for the function
Hutton, Ogunyemi and Nelson (1991) have indicated that due to the generality
the QL and the AQL methods, it may be necessary to show that the root of the
quasi-score function lies in the parameter space. Chapter 3 deals with these

Weak conditions are established in which the root of the asymptotic score fu
(1.11) provides consistent estimates for the linear model (1.10).

Testing of hypotheses and confidence intervals are an integral part of stati

inference. This requires the parameter estimates to have a limiting distribut
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the normal distribution is convenient. Hutton, Ogunyemi and Nelson (1991) hav

noted the difficulty in showing that the QL and AQL estimates have a limiting

distribution, another consequence of the generality of these methods. In Chap

4, the AQL estimate obtained from (1.11) for the linear model (1.10) is shown

have a limiting distribution under some conditions. The testing of hypotheses

confidence intervals of the parameters is applied through this limiting distr

It is evident from the asymptotic quasi-score function (1.11) that different

will result in different estimates 9x,nS- Chapter 5 establishes methods of e

of the function gt,n as well as a goodness of fit test which will help determ

or not a particular gt<n results in a good estimate of the parameter of inter
The application of the AQL method in practical situations is demonstrated in

Chapter 6. Situations in which linear regression models and design of experi

models can be solved using this procedure are given. Comparison is made betwe

the results obtained from this procedure and those obtained from the least s

procedure. Concluding remarks regarding the asymptotic quasi-likelihood metho

on linear models is also provided. Other research issues that may be followed
regarding this topic are also given in this chapter.
Chapter 2 provides the preliminaries and literature review.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 General definitions

The estimating functions procedure is defined on a very general stochastic se

that encompasses martingale and martingale limit theorems. Some general defin
tions and notations are provided below.
Let (0, T', P) be a probability space, / be an interval of the form

(a, b), [a, 6), (a, b], [a, b] of the ordered set of integers {—oo, • • •, —1,
{Tt Q T, t £ /} be an increasing sequence of cr-fields. Then {Tt C T, t £ /}

known as a, filtration. Suppose that {St,t £ /} is a sequence of random varia
H satisfying

1. St is measurable with respect to Tt,

2. E\St\ < oo, and

14
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3. E(St\Tt>) = St> a.s for all t' < t,t',t £ /.

Then the sequence {St,t £ J} is said to be a martingale with respect to {Tt,

the third condition is replaced by the inequality E(St\Tt>) > St> or E(St\Tf)

then {St, t £ T} is called respectively a submartingale or a supermartingale

respect to {Tt,t £ /}. The difference Xt = St — St-i is known as the martinga

difference with respect to {Tt,t £ /}. A martingale St is said to be squareif
sup E(S^) < oo.
tei

For a matrix M, M' denotes the transpose of M.

Two random vectors X and Y of the same dimension are said to be orthogonal if

E(X'Y) = 0.

In the subsequent sections, the main concern will be in the parameter estimat

for a random process {Yt} taking values in a r-dimensional Euclidean space. T

distribution of Yt depends on a parameter 9 taking values in an open subset 0

p-dimensional Euclidean space. It shall be assumed that the possible probabi

measures for Yt are {Pe}, a union (possibly uncountable) of families of para

models, each family being indexed by 9 and that each (f2, T, Pe) is a complet
probability space.
Attention is focused on the class g of zero mean, square integrable estimating functions GT = GT({^,0 < t < T},9) which are vectors of dimension p
for which EGT{&) = 0 for each Pe and for which p-dimensional matrices EGj =
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are nonsingular. T h e expectations are with respect

to Pe.
In many situations, Pe is absolutely continuous with respect to some cr-finite
measure Ay giving a density
PT1PT(@)-

PT{@)-

The score function is then given by

UT{9)

=

For the purposes of this work, it is assumed that the score function

almost surely differentiable with respect to the components of 9. In addition,
supposed that differentiation and integration can be interchanged in

E(GTUT)

and

E(UTG'T) for GT £ g. This implies that E(GTUT) = -E(GT) for each GT £ g.
A number of illustrations of the estimating functions procedure given in subsequent sections are based on Galton-Walton processes. A Galton-Walton process is

Markov chain {Zt, t = 0,1, • • •} on the nonnegative integers. Its transition fu

defined in terms of a given probability function {pk',k = 0,1,2, • • -},pk > 0,
by

pf if ;>i, i > o
P(i,j) = P(Zt+i=j\Zt

= i) = {
S0j if i = 0, j > 0,

5ij being the Kroenecker delta and {pi*; k = 0,1, • • •} being the i-fold convolution of
{pk;k = 0,1,2-••}. That is,
1

if * = j,

0

otherwise

Sij = <

and for i > 1,

P(Zt+1

= j\zt = i) = P{Z#(i)
+ • • • '(0
+ z _& = i),
X
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where Z\j/\ represents the number of "individuals" in time i+1 that are a con
quence of the presence of the fcth "individual" at time t and P(Z^1 — k) = pk

all j and k. The process can be thought of as representing an evolving popul

particles. It starts at time 0 with ZQ particles, each of which (after one un

splits independently of the others into a random number of "offspring" accor
the probability law {pk}- The total number Z\ of particles thus produced is

of ZQ random variables, each with probability function {pk}- These constitute

first generation. These go on to produce a second generation and so on. The n

of "offspring" produced by a single "parent" particle at any time is independ

the history of the process, and of other particles existing at the present ti
number of particles in the T'th generation is a random variable ZT-

2.2 The Estimating functions approach
The estimating functions approach of the QL and AQL focuses on the function
rather than the estimator derived from it, and the optimality properties are

the function. According to Heyde (1997), the rationale for the use of estimat

functions rather than the estimator derived therefrom lies in its more funda

character. Heyde (1997) has listed the illustrations of this principle as fol

• Estimating functions have the property of invariance under one-to-one trans
formations of the parameter 9.

• Under minor regularity conditions, the score function (which is an estimat-
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ing function) provides a minimal sufficient partitioning of the sample space.
However, there is often no single sufficient statistic.

• Fisher's information (the variance of the score function) is an estimating
tion property rather than that of the ML estimator. The variances of the
estimating functions are simply a generalization of Fisher's information and
the optimal estimating function is selected on the basis of this variance.

• The Cramer-Rao inequality gives the variance of the score function as a boun

on the variances of standardized estimating functions and is therefore an esti
mating function property rather than a property of estimators.

• The asymptotic properties of an estimator, such as those of the ML estimator
are almost invariably obtained via the asymptotics of the estimating function
and then transferred to the parameter space via local linearity.

• Separate estimating functions, each with information to offer about an unknown parameter, can be combined much more readily than the estimators
derived from them.

The principle of minimum variance in LS through the GM theorem has been

incorporated in the estimating functions approach as has been indicated in the

previous chapter. The score function and ML ideas also mesh into this. This is
shown in the following sections.
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2.2.1 The Fixed Sample Criteria

In practice, work is done in specified subsets of the class of estimating funct

The reason behind this is that the optimal estimating functions do not necessa

exist for the full class g of estimating functions. Let fiC^be such a specified

most instances, the QL estimates are sought when the underlying parametric fami

and hence the score function Uj is unknown. The selection of the optimal estima
function GT should be based on minimum distance, in an appropriate sense, from

the score function UT or on maximum vector correlation with UT. These ideas ha

been formalized into equivalent properties of an optimal estimating function G
Godambe (1985), Godambe and Thompson (1986), Thavaneswaran and Thompson
(1986) and Godambe and Heyde (1987). Godambe and Heyde (1987) defined the

optimal estimating function for fixed samples to be the function GT £ % in whic

[EGT]

(GTG^Y1

(EGT) - (EGT)'

(GTG'T)-1 (EGT)

(2.1)

is nonnegative-definite for all GT £ H C Q and 9 £ 0. This optimality criteria
denoted by OF, standing for fixed sample optimality.

The vector correlation which measures the association between GT — (GT,I, " ' •
and UT = (UT,i, • • •, UT,P)' defined by Hotelling (1936) is
\E{GTUT)\2
P

\E(GTG'T)\\E(UTUT)\-

However, under the regularity conditions that have been imposed, EGT = —E (GTUT),
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so a maximum correlation requirement is to maximize
EGT\2/\E(GTG'T)\, (2.2)
which can be achieved by maximizing

{EGT)'

{E{GTG'T)y1 [EGT) (2.3)

in the partial order of nonnegative-definite matrices. This corresponds to (2.1).

Equation (2.3) is a generalization of Fisher information. Indeed, ifthe score fu
UT exists, then
(EUT)' (E^TU'T))'1 (EUT)
is the Fisher information.
Equation (2.2) is the multi-parameter case of the single-parameter optimality

criterion given by Godambe (1960). Multi-parameter optimality criteria correspond
ing to (2.2) and (2.3) were previously proposed by Durbin (1960), Bhapkar (1972),
Morton (1981), Ferreira (1982), Chandrasekar and Kale (1984) and Godambe and

Thompson (1986). A useful interpretation of the quasi-likelihood has been given i
Hilbert space setting by Small and McLeish (1994) and Merkouris (1992)
The optimal estimating function GT in (2.1) is called the quasi-score function

and the root of the equation GT = 0 is the quasi-likelihood estimate of the para

9. The optimality criterion (2.1) does not require the existence of the score fu
UT- Optimal estimating functions in the sense of (2.1) do not necessarily exist

the full class of g. However by restricting consideration to a statistically mea
subclass of g, say HC^an optimum may be attained.
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Heyde (1988) has provided a practical way of determining the existence of a

0F-optimal estimating function for a particular family H of estimating functions
This is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let
G$} = - (EGT)' [EGTG'TY1 GT, GT £ ft

and
GT{s) = - (EGT)'\EGTG^YX G*T, GT £ u.
Then GT £ 7i is an Op-optimal estimating function within Ti if
E (GTis)G^') = E (G{^GT{s)') = E [dfidfi') (2.4)
or equivalently
I EGT) EGTGJ-

is a constant matrix for all GT £ H. Conversely, ifH is convex and GT £ H. is an
Op-optimal estimating function, then (2.4) holds.
Theorem 1 is especially easy to use when the elements G £ % have orthogonal
differences. This is often the case in applications. Heyde (1997) has given the
following illustration. Suppose that

n = lH:H = Y:cit(e)ht(9)\,
where at(9) are constants to be chosen, ht's are random with zero means and
Ehs(9)h't(9) = 0, s^t. Then
EHH*' = £ at(9) (Eht(9)h't(9)) a*t'(9)
t=i
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and

EH = 52at(e)Eht(e).
t=\

Also, (EHY^EHH*1 is constant for all H £ ft if

a*{0) = (EhtW))'(EhtWhW))-1.
An Oir-optimal estimating function is thus

Y,{Eht(9))'(Eht(9)h't(9)Y1ht(9).
t-i

For an illustration, consider the estimation of the mean of the offspring in a

Galton-Walton process {Zt}, 9 = E(Z\\Z§ = 1). Here the data are {ZQ, • • •, ZT
Let TT = o-(Z0, • • •, ZT). Then
Zt-E(Zt\Tt-1) = Zt-9Zt-1

are orthogonal martingale differences. The right hand side of the above expres

due to the fact that E(Zt\Tt-i) = Zt-iE(Zi\Z0 = 1) since the number of "offspri

produced by a single "parent" particle at any time is independent of the histo
the process, and of other particles existing at the present time. Define

ft = Ih : hT = ^2 at(9)(Zt — 9Zt-\), at(9) is Tt-\ measurable >.
By Theorem 1, the O^-optimal choice for at(9) is
a*t(0) = -1/cx2,
where a2 = var(Z\\Zo = 1). The Oir-optimal estimator of 9 is

(Z1 + --- + Zr)/(Z0 + --- + ZT_1).
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This is the QL estimator from the family ft.
Comparison of information matrices in the partial order may be difficult in practice, especially if the information matrices are based on quite different families of
estimating functions. In the case where an O^-optimal estimating function exists,
Chandrasekar and Kale (1984) have provided simpler scalar comparisons in place of
the matrix ones. The condition that GT is O^-optimal in ft, that is (2.1) holds, is
equivalent to either of the two alternative comparisons: for all GT £ ft,
(i)
1
tr (EG*T)'' (G*TG*4YX (EG*T)} > tr \[EGT)'{GTG'TY

(EGT)

(ii)

det (EGT)' (G*TG^YX (EGT) > det
where for a square matrix M, tr(M) a n d det(M)

{EGT)' {GTG'T)'1 (EGT)
are the trace a n d the determinant

of the matrix M respectively.

2.2.2 Asymptotic Criteria
In this subsection, attention is given to the widely applicable situation in which
families of estimating functions are martingales. The availability of comprehensive
strong law and central limit results for martingales allows for the discussion of issues
of consistency and asymptotic normality under the setting of martingale estimating
functions.
For n X 1 vector valued martingales Mp and Nj, the n x n process (M,N')T
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is the mutually quadratic characteristic, a predictable increasing proc
MTNT

— (M, N')T is an n x n martingale. The quadratic characteristic of

M

by (M, M')T is denoted by (M)T. These concepts can be found in Shiryaev
and>,Rogers and Williams (1987).

Let M. be the subset of ft that contains square-integrable martingales.

{GT} £ M- there is, under quite broad conditions, a multivariate centra

(G)T*GT^N(0,Ip) as T->oo. (2.5)

These results have been given in Hall and Heyde (1980), Feigin (1985) a

and Nelson (1984). Let M2 be the subset of estimating functions in M for

(2.5) holds. With GT £ M2 let 9* be a solution of GT(9) = 0 and by Taylo
expansion,
0 = GT(6*) = GT(0) + GT{6fW - 9), (2.6)

where \\9 — 9^\\ < \\9 — 9*\\, the norm denoting sum of squares of elem
GT{9) is nonsingular in a suitable neighbourhood of 9 and

{GT{&))^GT{0)

A

IP

as T-+oo,

expressions (2.5) and (2.6) lead to

(G(9))T* GT(9W - 0) A N(0,Ip).

Now for the filtration {Tt,t £ /} corresponding to {GT}, define the pre
process
Gt(9)= f E{dGa(9)\T-s),
Jo
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T-s being the cr-field generated by [jr<sTr, and it is assumed that GT(9)
Doob-Meyer decomposition

GT(9) = MG,T(9) + Gt{9),

MG,T{0)

\MG,T(0)\

being a martingale. Then under modest conditions,

= ov(\Gt(0)\) (2.7)

as T —> oo, oP denoting small order in probability.

Let Mz be the subset of estimating functions in M2 for which relation (2.
holds. Thus, for a GT belonging to Mz,

(G(9))T*GT(9)(9*-9)AN(0,IP),

and hence
{9* - 9)'G'T{9) (G(9))Tl

GT(0)(9*

- 9) 4 XJ. (2-8)

Best asymptotic estimation within a class MA Q MZ is then achieved by ch
GT £ MA SO that
G%(0) (G*{9))T1 G*T{9) - G'T{9) (G(9))T1 GT{0) (2.9)

is nonnegative-definite for all GT £ M, 9 £ 0, P9 and T > 0. GT(9) is the
be CU-optimal within M4, OA meaning optimality in the asymptotic sense.
results are due to Godambe and Heyde (1987).

Further, Godambe and Heyde (1987) have shown that the relation between OF

and OA optimality, when restricted to the same class of estimating funct
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close and that

EGT{0) = EGT{9), E (G{9))T = EGT{9)G'T(9). (2.10)

Both the OF and OA criteria are satisfied by the same quasi-score estimating
under broad conditions.

2.2.3 Consistency of the Quasi-likelihood estimators

One shortcoming with the estimating function procedure of statistical inferen

that it may be difficult to obtain the properties of the QL estimators. Hutton

Ogunyemi and Nelson (1991) have indicated that it may be even difficult to sho

that the quasi-score function has a root lying in the parameter space or that

root has a limiting normal distribution. The problem of consistency is not un

QL estimates. Indeed, the ML method always provides consistent estimators onl

the one parameter case with independent observations (Nguyen and Rogers, 1989)

otherwise the consistency of the ML estimators holds only under some sufficien
conditions. The ML method therefore does not generally ensure consistency in
estimates. Two examples given by Lin (1992) that consider similar models are

reproduced below to illustrate the problem of consistency of the QL estimator

the first example, the QL estimator does not converge to the true parameter wh

the contrary is true for the second example. The following theorem by Hall and
Heyde (1980) is used in the examples.

Theorem 2 Let {ST = ELi Mt,T >l\ be a martingale and {UT,T > 1} a non-
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decreasing sequence of positive random variables such that UT is TT-\-m
for each T, where

TT-\

= cr(Si, S2, • • •,

ST-I).

If 1 < p < 2 then

oo

ZUf'Mt
t-i

converges almost surely on the set

(f;t/rp^(|M,ri^_i)<oo)
.t=i

and

lim U^ST = 0
T->oo

x

almost surely on the set

l\mUT = oo,J2 UfpE(\Mt\p\Tt-i) < oo

Example 1

Let {Yt} denote the subcritical Galton-Watson branching process with im
tion. The parameter 9' = (m, A) is to be estimated on the basis of the

{Yt,t = 0,1,---,T}, where m and A are the means of the offspring and imm
gration distributions respectively. An account of various applications
is given in Heyde and Seneta (1972) and Winnicki (1988). In this model,

generation is obtained from the independent reproduction of each of the

in the tth generation, each with the basic offspring distribution, plus
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immigration input with the immigration distribution. Thus, if Xtli is the number
of offspring for the ith. individual in the tth. generation and It is the number
immigrants in the tth generation, then
Yt-i

Yt = E

*t,i + It, t = l , 2 . . - ,

(2.11)

where lo is a nonnegative integer valued random variable, and {Xt,i, i = 1,2,- •
1,2, •••} and {U,t = 1,2, •••} are independent families of identically and independently distributed nonnegative integer valued random variables. Also EXt,i =
m, EIt = A. Suppose that Var(Xt,i) = Var(It) = a2, Xt,i > 2 and YQ > 1. The
quantity
T

^r = £ ( ^ - m y < - i - A )
t=i

is a martingale with respect to {TT = cr (Y0, • ••, YT)} and the quasi-score func
GT £ ft C g = {E cit(Yt - mYt-! - X)\at £ Tt-i} is given by

iy \

G*T = E
t=i

V

l

Yt - m r M - A
<r2(^-i + l) '

I

The root of GT = 0 provides the Q L estimators

. =Ef^-iV(l + ^-i)Efl/(i + ^-i)-E?^/(l + ^-i)E^t-1/(l + y<-1)
mT
Ef W ( l + Yt-,)Ef 1/(1 + Yt-X) - (Ef 1/(1 + ^-i))2
and

Ef ^2-i/(i + tf-i) Ef y;/(i + y«-i) - Ef wa + ^-i) Ef ^-1^/(1
E? >?-i/(i + H-i) E? V(i + y«-i) - (Ej 1/(1 + K-i))2

Ay =
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Now, rh-T can be rewritten as
E f i/(i+yt-i)Efy--i(y.-moyt-1-A0)/(i+yt_1)

E f nij /(i+y.-i) E f i/(i+y.-i)-(Ef i/u+^-i))2
Ef^-i/ci+yt-^Ef^-moyt-i-A^Ai+yt-!)

_

Ei'^-i/ci+^-oEi'i/a+yt-o-cEi'iAi+^-i))2
=

ZTI

+ Zr2 + ?™0,

where m0 and A0 are the true parameters. Assuming that the population explodes
2

T ^ co so that E?Li YlJ^+Yt-i) El=x l/(l+l*-i) dominates (EtT=i 1/(1 + Kt-i))
then for large T,
7 ,

7

ZJT\ -V ^T2

_ E f7 V•^ -i+n_
+ ^ - ^1E)Eff ^-i(^-moyt-i-Ao)/(l+y
_ __
t-i)
~ —

v^T^o—,/- . ., , v^T, ,,- . „ — ;
Ei'^-i/U+^-OEi'VU+yt-i)

Efyt-i/(i+y.-i)Er(^-^oyt-i-Ao)/(i+yt-i)

~

Ern2_i/(i+^)Ei i/(i+yt-i)

= Lx + £2,
where
Ei" 1/(1 + X-i) Ei" Yt-x(Yt - m0Yt-x - A0)/(l + Yt-x)

r

Lx —

E i W ( i + ^-i)Eii/(i + ^-i)

and

E f W ( l + K-i) E?~(K - mpYt-x - A0)/(l + y,_i)

T

U
Since Ef^-i^

— rn

Y2_x/(l-r Yt-x)Ei 1/(1-r Yt-x)

oYt-x — ^o)/(l + ^-i) is a martingale with respect to {T

and
- E((Yt-x(Yt-m0Yt-x-Xo)/(l-rYt-x))2\Tt-x)

^ (EU

^2-I/(1

+ ^-i))2 «=i (EU

^2-I/(1

=

g ^2_i/(l + K-i) , ^

+ K-!))2

then
Li ^4' 0 as T -• oo
by Theorem 2. By the same token, it can be shown that
L2aA0

as T - } oo.
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Therefore m y ^4' m o , as T —> oo.
Next, Ay can be rewritten as
\
T

A I

V* Ft2-i/(l+yt-i)Ef JYt-moYt-,-A„)/(l+yt.i)

° E f ^ / a + n - o E f i/(i+y«-o-(E13'i/(i+y.-i))a
E^y.-i/(i+yt-i)E(y--i(yt-moyt-1-Ao)/(i+yt_1)

Ei n2-i/(i+yt-i)Ei i/(i+y<-i)-(Ei'i/(i+y--i))2
~Ao +
Ei'vd+y.-o
E f yt-i/(i+yt-i) E f y--i (y.-^oy.-i -A0)/(i+yt-i)

E'fn-i/u+^-OE'fi/ci+y.-i)
for large T, on the assumption of a population explosion as T —> oo. It therefore
follows that

Ar

^

Ao +

^ sTi/(i+yM) •

that is, Ar converges to a random limit but not to the true parameter A0, even
though rhT ^4' ra0 as T —>• oo.
Example 2
In this example, a slight modification is offered on the model (2.11). It is assumed
that each Xt,i — m, that is, each individual in each generation has a total of m
offspring, where m > 1 is a known parameter. Thus, lo and {It,t = 1,2-••} are
independent nonnegative integer valued random variables: the {It} are independent
and identically distributed. Therefore
Yt = mYt-x-r h, t = l,2,---, (2.12)
where the expectation Elt = A, and the variance Var(It) = cr2.
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To estimate A, the first step is to construct a martingale with respect to the
cr-field {Tn = cr(Yt,t < T)} from (2.12). This martingale is given by

{MT = E(Yt~ mYt-x - A) = £(It - A)}.
t=i

t=i

Consider the set of estimating functions g = {E^t (Yt — mYt-x — A) \at £ Tt-x}The quasi-score estimating function for an appropriate subset ft C g is
„* _ ^ Yt — mYt-x — A _ ^ It — A
t=i ° t=\

a

The QL estimate is the root of GT = 0, which is {AT = E*=i ^t/21}. In this particu
case, the QL estimator converges to the true parameter A0 as T —> oo.
These examples exemplify the fact that the existence of a quasi-score function
a given estimating function space for a given process does not always guarantee

sistency in the subsequent QL estimator. This is not surprising since the genera

of the estimating function theory allows for realizations for which no estimato

consistent because these paths vary insufficiently to distinguish among the pos

parameter values. Hutton and Nelson (1986) have given sufficient rules for the c

sistency of QL estimators. For the process {Yt,t < T} described at the beginning
of the chapter, the root of the quasi-score function

GT{9) = 0,

the QL estimator, is denoted by 9T- It is assumed that the settings are such tha
the quasi-score function is a martingale. The true parameter is denoted by (90.
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MT(9) be a function such that

MTW=(«)^ = GJW, see,
where GT(9) is a martingale quasi-score estimating function in g. The sequence

of QL estimators {9T} is said to be strongly consistent on an event E if a.e on
E, limy—oo #r = #o and ultimately in T,

9T

is a local maximum of

MT{9).

Since

MT(9) is an indefinite integral with respect to 9, it attains a maximum value o
every small closed sphere about 90. Let 9T be an interior point at which such
a maximum is attained. The existence of a measurable version of 9T for each T

follows from Jennrich (1969), Lemma 1. Thus the existence of a strongly consist
QL estimator on an event E follows if for a sufficiently small S > 0,

lim sup

r-oo

sup (MT(9) - MT{90))

Vll*-"oll=*

< 0

a.e. on

E.

(2.13)

/

Taylor's series expansion for MT(9) about 0Q is

MT(0) = MT(90) + (9 - 9O)'MT(0Q) + i(0 - 0O)'MT(9O)(9 - 0O) + RT{9), (2.14)

where

d(MT{0)).
MT(9) =

89j
• pxp

and RT{0)

denotes the remainder term. If differentiation with respect to 9 can be

passed through the integral used to define MT{0) (see Hutton and Nelson, 1984a)
then
MT(0Q) = -

(MT(90))

+ other terms.
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into

RT{&),

MT(9) = MT(90) + (9- 90)'MT{9o) - \{9 - 90)'

(2.14) becomes

(MT(90)}T

(9 - 90) + RT{9) (2.15)

According to Hutton and Nelson (1986), if

1. there is a function MT(9) from the set of real values such that MT(9) = GT(9),
for all 9 £ 0, where GT(9) is a martingale quasi-score estimating function in

g,
2. Xmin ((G*(9))T) -» T as T —> oo, where Am;n {(G*(9))T) denotes the minimum
eigenvalue of (G*(9))T,
3. there is an increasing nonnegative function h(.) satisfying /0°° h~2(x)dx < oo,
such that

lim

sup

MW^WT))

< ^
T-MX>

Xmin({G*(9))T)

where Amax ((G*(9))T) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of (G*(9))T, and
4.
f SUP||6,_go||=gfiT(g) ^ 1

^^((^-^(G^^-^J^ f°ra11 ^>0'
then there exists a strongly consistent QL estimator on E.
Lin (1994) has provided weaker criteria for the consistency of the QL estimator

in which the function h(.) is replaced by a set of positive definite matrices. The
matrix (G*(9))T is intricately connected to the Fisher information

{EGT)' (EGTG^Y1

{EGT) ,
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since it represents the expectation of the derivative of the score function. The
Fisher information is hereafter denoted by £{GT(0)). Thus, the main condition for
the consistency of the QL estimator revolves around the convergence rates of the
minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of this matrix. Indeed, it is evident in
Example 1 that the martingale {MT} does not provide enough information for the
estimation of AQ. Since
(

GT = JZ
t=x

\

Yt-x

Yt - mYt-x - A

o-2{Yt-x + l) '
\

l

)

then
(

1

(EGT)'(EG^Y (EGT) = ±EZ
"

Yr
Yt-i+i

Yt.
y.-i+i

t=i
\ y,-i+i Yt-!+i )

which has a m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m eigenvalues given by
1

T

Y2

T

V2

4- 1

(*|C*U-D) +i*i£r-i

Xma.x{£(GT)) —2a2

and

Xmin{£(GT)) = ^-j
< Ej^n i l + 1
2
2^ 1 tti Yt-i + I

T

\i

/

T

y

\

respectively. It can be shown that

lim Xmax(£(GT)) = oo
T—*oo

but

0 < T—.-oo
lim Xmin{i{GT)) < EJ2 (1 + Yt-iY1 < ~
t=l

Thus, Xmax(£(GT))

tends to oo as T -> oo while A m i n (^(G T )) is bounded in T.
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It is apparent that the consistency of the estimators obtained through the estimating functions procedure does not automatically follow and must be investigated
in the context of the model and the ensuing quasi-score function.

2.3 Asymptotic Quasi-likelihood

The optimality criteria involving the estimating functions or quasi-score functions

given in equations (2.1) and (2.4) require that the specific criterion holds for fi
and criterion (2.9) is required to hold for each T as T —> 00. The AQL methodology

addresses the situation where the criteria for optimality holds in a certain asympt

sense as described shortly. One difficulty with the exact theory is that a QL estim
may contain an unknown parameter or parameters. The AQL theory addresses
issues such as whether there is a loss of information when an unknown parameter
is replaced by a consistent estimator or, under what circumstances, is the result
asymptotically the same as when the true parameter is used.
An illustration of these ideas is provided by considering the subcritical GaltonWatson branching process with immigration given in equation (2.11). In this particular case, suppose that the variances of the offspring var(Xtti) and immigration
var(It) are unequal finite quantities represented by a2 and ry2 respectively. The
objective is to estimate the parameters 9' = (m, A). By Theorem 1, the quasi-score
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estimating function for the estimation of these parameters is

Yt - mYt-x - A

'Y^

GT=I:
t=i

V

o-2Yt-x + V2

'

(2.16)

1 /

which in general involves the nuisance parameters a2 and ry2. To obtain the est

of m and A, the nuisance parameters should either be estimated or somehow avoi

For this case, Yanev and Tchoukova-Dantcheva (1980) have suggested strongly con

sistent estimators of a2 and rf in (2.16) thereby enabling the estimation of m a
A. Wei and Winnicki (1989) approached the problem differently and studied an

estimating function similar to (2.16) in which the term cr2Yt-x + n2 is replaced

l^_i + 1. The question that arises is, how efficient are the subsequent estima
m and A? The framework of the AQL method defines optimality from the point of
view of asymptotic efficiency.

2.3.1 The asymptotic quasi-score function

Heyde and Gay (1989) have provided the formulation and theory on the AQL method

to be given shortly. Let {An} and {Bn} be sequences of symmetric positive defini
matrices and Dn a sequence of matrices such that An — Bn + Dn is nonnegative
definite for each n and \\Dn\\ -> 0 as n —y oo. Then An — Bn are said to be
asymptotically nonnegative definite.

Definition 1 Suppose that {GT} £ ft C g. If there is a sequence of positive
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functions {C*T, T > 0} such that

aTl {(EG*T)'(EGTG^Y1 (EGT) - (EGT)'{EGTG'TY1 (EGT)\

is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all {Gt} £ ft as T —>• 00 and

Urn a?111 (^qf.)'^^^)"1 (#GT) || > 0,

f/ien {Gj} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions within f

A solution 9T of GT(9) — 0 is called an asymptotic quasi-likelihood (AQL) estimator
within ft.

If GT is CV-optimal within ft for each T then, by Heyde (1988), {GT} is an asymp-

totic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions in ft. There are many equivalen

forms of Definition 1. A variant of this definition as well as its various forms i

in Hedye (1997). Since Definition 1 is sometimes not of direct practical applicabil

Heyde and Gay (1989) provided the theorem below which gives a sufficient condition
that is easy to use in practice.

Theorem 3 Let ft C g. Then, GT £ ft is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of

estimating functions within ft if there exists a positive function kT,T > 0 such t
for all GT £ ft,

lim kT(EGT)~lEGTG^ = K= lim kT{EGT)~lEG*TG^, (2.17)
T—>-oo

where K is nonsingular.

T—>-oo
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Heyde (1997) has made available several propositions of equivalent results that
provide an easy route to checking whether a sequence of estimating functions has
the asymptotic quasi-score property. One such proposition indicates that two se-

quences of asymptotic quasi-score functions are asymptotically close under appro-

priate norms. The determinant of a matrix is the selected norm in the proposition
given below.

Proposition 1 Suppose {GT} £ ft is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of esti-

mating functions, ft is a linear space, and there exists a sequence of matrices f
such that
lim kT{EGTY\EGTG^)(EGTY1,k'T = K
T—t-oo

where K is some nondegenerate matrix. Then if {QT} £ ft is another asymptotic
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions, then

det UEGTY\EGTG^){EGT)^')
)—

:

r—> 1

as 1 —•> oo,

det ((EQT)-'(EQTQ^)(EQT)^')
where for a square matrix M, det(M) is the determinant of M.

Example

Consider the -i-dimensional heteroscedastic autoregressive model referred in the pre
vious chapter. {Xt, 1 < t < T} denotes a sample from this model, given by
Xt =/3Xt-x + £t, (2.18)

where J3 is a d X d matrix to be estimated and the et's are independent with

E(et) = 0, E{ete't) = At,
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where At has its off-diagonal elements all equal to zero. This het
*

toregressive model is given in equation (1.7) in the form
Xt = {X't_x ®Id)0 + et

where for the matrices A and B, A® B denotes the Kronecker product
the vector obtained from j3 by stacking its columns one on top of

from left to right. Id is a cf-dimensional identity matrix. Follow
Godambe and Heyde (1987), the quasi-score estimating function for

GT(9) = £ (XU <g> h)' A,"1 (Xt - (XU <g> h)0) •
t=\

Let
GT(9) = £ {X't-i ® Id)' (Xt - (XU ® /«,)*) •

It shall be shown that {GT} is a sequence of asymptotic quasi-sco

functions under the conditions that At converges to a constant mat

and P in (2.18) has an algebraically simple, strictly dominant eig
Now, it can be shown that
EGT = - EL {EiXt-xXU) ® A*"1} = -EGiG?,
£GT = - EL {^(X^IX;^) (g) Id} ,

EGTG'T = Ej=1 {EiXt-xXU) ® At} ,
since for a cf x «i matrix M,

E

(*;_! <g> /d)'M (x;^ <g) /,)] = { ^ x ^ x ^ ) <g) M }
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From the values given above,

(GTY\EGTG^)((GT)-X)'

= (E^-i^-i)®.^1}) , (2.19)

and

(GT)-1(^GrGT)((Gr)-1)' = (EL {E(Xt-xXU) ® /.})_1 (EL {-fi^-i-X^) <
(ELI^X^IX;.,)®/,})-1.
(2.20)
Also,
E(X,X;) = A, + P {E(Xt-xX't_1)\ (3'
(2.21)
= At + /JA^/?' + •••+/?' { £ ( X 0 X 0 ) } (/?*)'
upon continued iteration, where /? is from (2.18).
Now suppose that (3 has an algebraically simple, strictly dominant eigenvalue
p < 1. Let u and v' be the corresponding right and left eigenvectors. By PerronFrobenius theory, it is possible to choose u and v' such that v'u = 1 and

(3n = pn(uv' + Rn), (2.22)

where the moduli of the elements of Rn are 0(nd~2\px/p\n) and |/?!| < p.
Using (2.22) together with (2.21) results in

E{XtX't) -+ fi = A + /?A/?' + /?2A(/?2)' + • - •

as t —5> oo. Thus from expressions (2.19) and (2.20),

T-\GTY\EGTG^){{GTY1)' -)• (n ® A"1)"1
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and

r- 1 (G T )- 1 (^G T G T )((G T )- 1 )' -> (ft ® /^(ft ® A)(ft ® 7,)"1 = (ft ® A" 1-1
)
Now,
lim M^r^SGrgr'HCGr)-1)')
T

=

- + °° <£et((GT)-i(£GTG^)((GT)-i)')

i- rfet(r-1(g^)-1(gg^Gy)((G^)-1)')
T

-"°°det(T-i(GT)-i(£;GTG^)((GT)-i)')

- ("®A~1)~1
~

(QOA-i)- 1

_

i-

Because GT is a quasi-score function, by Proposition 1, {Gr} is an AQS
of estimating functions.

2.3.2 AQL in fixed sample space

Lin (1995) has given a new approach of the AQL in which the sequence of

quasi-score estimating functions are defined in a fixed sample space. T

for introducing this concept is to solve the problem of estimating unkn

ters in models where the exact form of a quasi-score estimating functio

determined. Lin's (1995) definition of the asymptotic quasi-score funct
below.

Definition 2 Let GT,n enT Q g and n > 0. If for all n > 0,

(EGTJ(EGT;nG^nY\EGTtn) -

(EGT)\EGTG'T)-\EGT)

is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all GT £ ft. as n —> oo. the

a sequence of asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions in ft and the

satisfies the equation GT>n{9) = 0 is called the asymptotic quasi-likel
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An equivalent form of Definition 2 is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Let GT,U £ ft ^ g for n = 1,2, •••. // t/iere exists a quasi-score
estimating function GT in ft and

HmJ|£GT)nGTg| > 0,
then {GTn} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions in 'HT,
for all

GT

£ ftr, as n -^ oo

(EGTY'EGTG^

^K= lim (EG^EG^G*^,

where K is nonsingular.

The relationship between the sequence of asymptotic quasi-score functions and the

sequence of quasi-score functions (if it exists) is given in the following propos

Proposition 2 Suppose that {GT} is a sequence of quasi-score estimating functions

in ft. Then {GTn} is a sequence of asymptotic quasi-score functions if and only if

\\(EGTJ(EGT,nGlnY\EGTJ - (EGTr(EGTG^)-\EGT)\\ -> 0,

as n —y oo.

Lin (1995) has used Proposition 2 to provide a number of conditions that relate
the asymptotic quasi-score function and the quasi-score function. Consider the
discrete model
yt = ft(9)-r Mt, t = l,2,...,r, (2.23)
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where yt are the observations, Mt are martingale differences associated with the

natural cr-field Tt generated by {ys,s < t}, where To is a trivial cr-field and ft(9

is a jFt_i-measurable linear function of the parameter of interest 9. The quasi-sco
function for model (2.23), under minor regularity conditions, is

The QL estimate is the root of (2.24). Obviously the QL estimate cannot be determined if the nature of Mt is unknown. An estimate can still be obtained for such a
situation through the AQL method. Lin has established that the key condition to
the existence of an asymptotic quasi-score function is based on the existence of a
sequence of predictable processes {htin} n > 0 such that,

ht,n A E(M2\Tt-x), as n -^ oo.

The asymptotic quasi-score function then becomes

t=x at>n

as n —> oo. The inherent problem with this method is the determination of a
predictable process ht}Tl that converges to the unknown E(M2\Tt-x) as n —>• oo. Lin
(1995) has suggested a procedure by which ht,n can be determined. The first step is
to determine a predictable process {gt,n} such that

Vt = 9t,n + £t,n
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where E(y2\Tt-x) = lirnn_,00g'tin. Thus, for an appropriate n, E(et,n\Tt-x) is reasonably small for t = 1,2, • • •, T. Therefore

E(M2\Tt-x) = E(y2\Tt-x) - fm
= 9t,n - ft{0) + E(et,n\Tt-x)
~ 9t,n ~ ft-

The conditional variance of the martingale, E(M2\Tt~x) is estimated by the functio
gt,n — ft{&) resulting in the asymptotic quasi-score function

GT M

- 'h9t,n-jm

which gives the sequence of AQL estimators {0T,n}- The key condition for this

sequence of estimators to converge to the true parameter is based on the convergen

of GTn to the quasi-score function GT(0) as n —> oo. There are at least two problem

in applying this procedure in a practical situation. First, the information releas
by a given data set may not be enough to establish a general sequence GTn that
converges in probability to the quasi-score function GT as n —> oo. Second, the

nature of the model may make it difficult to find the exact expression of the quas
score function GT- The next chapter addresses the consistency of the AQL estimate
for model (2.23) in light of these problems.

Chapter 3

Consistency of the AQL estimate
on linear models

3.1 Introduction

The ML estimators are consistent only under certain sufficient conditions. Th
implies that the ML method does not ensure consistency in its estimators. It

therefore not surprising that the estimator obtained from the estimating func

procedure also needs to satisfy certain conditions in order to have consisten

ton and Nelson (1986) and Lin (1992) have given sufficient conditions for the

sistency of the QL estimators as has been shown in Section 2.2.3. The framewo

in which these rules were established by these authors provides a basis in wh

investigate the consistency of the AQL estimators in linear models. The resul
this investigation have been given in Mvoi, Lin and Biondini (1998).
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Linear models describe relationships between measurable variables which can be

described by straight lines or by generalisations of straight lines in many dimensi
and apply to almost every field of study, including biology, physical and social

sciences. The parameters of linear models are usually estimated using the LS method
on the premise that the errors in the error term of the model are identically and

independently distributed (i.i.d.). This is not always the case in practical situati
For example, using the box-counting approach, the dimension of a fractal process
can be determined by the slope of a regression model (Cutler, 1993)

Yn = A, + (hXn + Mn, n>\.

In the literature, the errors Mn are always considered to be i.i.d. and the estima
of Px is obtained through the ordinary LS method. However, the i.i.d. assumption
is rarely true in practice. The conditional variances of {Mn} are not equal and
are dependent on {Ym, m < n} (Cutler, 1993). The wrong assumptions about
the error terms lead to a bad estimate of the fractal dimension. Similarly, in the
estimation of the parameter of long memory processes, the LS spectral domain

approach is not correct because the distribution of the error is highly skewed (Ber
1994).
In models where the errors have unequal variances or exhibit heteroscedasticity,

it is possible to obtain good estimates of parameters using the weighted least squ
(WLS) method. In order to use this method, the weights should be known explicitly
through experience or by estimation through replicates of the experiment. When the
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weights are unknown, then a reasonable number of replicates are required in order
to use the WLS method. The AQL method requires relatively weak assumptions on

{Mn} but can engender good estimates from a single realisation of the data as will
be shown later in this chapter.

3.2 Preliminaries
Consider the linear model

yt = ft(0) + Mt, t = l,---,T;
where yt is an observation, {Mt} is a martingale difference associated with the
natural cr-field Tt generated by {ys,s <t}, where y0 = 0, T0 is the trivial field,

ft{Q) = dot + alt9x + a2t92 + h apt9p, t = 1, • • •, T

is a predictable process, in that the coefficients of the parameters aot, axt, • •

^"t-i-measurable. The objective is to estimate 9 from a single realisation of data
{Vt}t=x- When the distributional nature of {Mt} is unknown, 9 can be determined
as the root of the asymptotic quasi-score function, namely
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where
/

\

axt
a2t
/* =

\ apt j

The value gt — f2(9) estimates the unknown positive quantity E(M2\Tt-x) and

should therefore be positive. This is not always the case in practical situati

determination of gt may result in gt - f2(9) being negative for some values of
is the reason why the absolute value of this quantity is considered in (3.1).

derivative of the asymptotic quasi-score function with respect to the paramet
interest becomes
T

f fi

G*T(9) = -J2
t

* 2ftf[ft{9)Mt
±

7Z
{2(a\\
i\fft-f?m2^ izte-mw

2

= -AT(0)

± NT(9),

(3.2)

where the ± sign is due to the fact that the derivative takes different signs when
gt — f?{0) is positive and when it is negative.

The next section gives the conditions in which the root of (3.1) is a consiste

estimator. It is also verified that under these conditions, equation (3.1) alw
a root.

3.3

Consistency of the A Q L estimate

The consistency of the quasi-likelihood estimate has been shown by G o d a m b e and
Heyde (1987).

As indicated in the previous chapter, Lin (1992) has shown that
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the quasi-likelihood estimate 9T converges to the true parameter 90 as T —> oo
if the ratio of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the generalized Fisher
information is of 0(1) as T —> oo. Under the regularity conditions imposed, this
implies that ^mi-niGx)
^"ffi? =0(1) where
GT

and Xmax(GT),

=

3Gr
89

^
ftf[
^
^E(Mf\Tt-x)

A m , n (Gr) are respectively the m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m eigenvalues

of the matrix GT, and GT is the quasi-score function (2.24). The following lemma

and subsequent theorem will show that if a similar condition is satisfied then the
AQL estimate 9T converges to the true parameter 9Q.

L e m m a 1 For a given gt and for all 9 £ 0.

GT =

-DT{9)Q{1)

where

!L
Elx l*-/?(*)l

0
V

T

St

Wl

DT{0) =

v
and O(l) is a pxp

°

°

0
(3.3)

"' ° Si=i \gt-7m\)

matrix such that limT—oo || O (1) Jj < oo and liniT-^oo ||0(1)-1|| <

oo. if the following conditions hold:

(i)

UT, =

E

ait

=J la-/?(*)!

—> oo

as

T —r oo,

9 £ 0;

1,2,

<P-
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(ii) There are two numbers 0 < kx < k2 such that

kx <

E(M2\Tt-x)

gt - /m

< k2, 9ee, 0<t<T.

(Hi) There exists a C > 0 such that
\\9t-ine)\)

<C
^

= 1

to-/!(*)I

for all t > 0 and 0 < 5 < 1; i, k = 1,2, • • • ,p.
(iv) For i = 1,2, • • • ,p and 0 £ 0

lim'•T—•oo

a
f max
^
min
\ i

^^T
v^-f

"it

^ « = 1 lgt-/t20)1
<
v^T
2
^ * = 1 l5t-/t (e|) /

OO.

r«;
AmttI

l ^ * = 1 \gt-ff(e)\
= 0(1)
\ . /Vr
ftfl

Wl,
i

ftfl

where Xmax f E*Li |gt-/2t(fl)| ) anc^ ^m*n ( Et=x \gt-p,e^ j are respectively the

maximum

and minimum eigenvalues of the matrix E*=i i -f^t$\\ •

Proof: It is noted that

GT(0)

f

m

m

£.*-/?WI

, f 2ft(9)f't(9)ft(9)Mt
f=i
(a-/?(*))'

= -£>T(0) { ^ W r W ± ^1(^ArT(^)}
where D T { 9 ) is given in (3.3).
Consider the matrix
D?\0)NT{0).

(3.4)
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T h e (i,j)th element of matrix (3.4) is given by
^«=i (gt-/t2(g))2 _ TT-x Y- 2aitajtft(9)Mi

T,i

Wl

h (a* - /my

Consider
oo

(2aitajtft{6)Mt\2 I-TT

oo E

2

'2aitajtft(0)Mt\

I G?.-/t2(*))2 ; K*-l

. (^ - / w ) 2 ; '= E-

t=x

2

- * = 1 5*-A2 (0)

From condition (iii),
Fr/2ai t a 7 t/t(g)MtN2|/T-

ta2 £ M 2
t ( t l^-i)/ q,-t/t(9) y
(gt-/t2(e))2
\\9t-f?m)

1

\ 2-6 /
t=l

Ejt=i

ifc

^*

M-/2W

=1

[ ^* = 1 9Bk-Jffi
k~t

9k-)lW )

4a2t£(Mt2|^t_1)
(gt-/t2(9))2
2-<5 '

'=1 hpf

">*

By condition (ii), the above expression is less or equal to

(9t-f?(8))

4£2cf;

2-6

< OO.

t=l
^ * = 1 9k-fl (0)

This implies that
T

{2a a f {e)Mt\2 \T

it lt t
E \ (gt-fH^))
2
J

E-

Ek=x

t=i

^*~1

< oo,

as

T —> oo.

ii*.
\9k-fl{0)\

B y T h e o r e m 2, it follows that the (i, j)th element of matrix (3.4)
^ T 2aitajtft(9)Mt

^*=i

0?.-/2C?))2

->0

a.s.

^=1 \gt-fhe)\

as T -> oo, i, j = 1,2, • • • ,p. Therefore

DT1(0)NT{9)

- • 0,

a.s. as T -t» oo
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for i, j = 1,2, • • • ,p; where 0 is a p x p zero matrix.
Next consider the matrix
DT1(0)AT(0). (3.5)

The diagonal elements of matrix (3.5) are l's and the (i,j)ih entry (i ^ j), is
given by (ELI \g?-ff(6)\) j [Ej=x \gt-]\{e)\) >
equal to \jY^=x \gt-fl^e)\ /y Et=x \gt-fhe)\

wri cn

i

wn cn

i > by Holder's inequality, is l

is finite as T tends to infinity by

condition (iv) of Lemma 1. Thus, \im.T-^OoD^1(0)AT(0) is a matrix of finite entri
It has now been shown that

G*T = -DT{0){DT1(0)AT{0) ± o(l)) =

-DTO{1)

where o(l) is ap x p matrix that tends to a zero matrix as T —> oo. It has thus
been established that lirnr_0O ||0(1)|| < oo. What remains to be shown is that
limr-roo ||0(1)— || < oo. This is the same as showing that

U l i m T ^ o o ^ 1 (0)AT(9) + o(l)]"1|| < oo

or that the matrix
]^T-,OO[DT1(9)AT(0)

+ o(l)]-1

has finite entries. Since

Y^T^OO[DT\0)AT{0)

+ o(l)]-1 = Y^T^oo[DT1{e)AT(9)Y\

and the determinant of a matrix can be expressed as the sum of a linear combinat

of the entries of any row of the matrix, it suffices to show that the determinant
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the matrices AJ1(0)DT(0) is finite as T —» oo. Let
p

T

a2

tr(AT(0)) = AT|1 + Ar>2 + • • • + XT,P = E

a

E

it

where XT,X < XT,2 < • • • < XT,P and £r(Ar(0) are respectively the eigenvalues and
the trace of the matrix AT{9). From condition (v) of Lemma 1, and by virtue of

fact that the matrix AT(9) is a positive definite matrix it can be inferred that
T is large enough, there exists a positive number c,- > 0 such that

AT,; > CiXT,x * = 1,2, ••-,?; cx = 1.

It follows that

,T>1 + A„ +... + AT,P = | yj _J^_, > ± AT,IC,
This implies that

AT, < £ f a ' r ; r " " / ? W I -

(3-6)

c

2^.'=1 i

By conditions (iv) and (v) of the L e m m a , expression (3.6) implies that

= 0(1)

i = l,2,---,p.

AT,I

Now

lli=l Z^t=l | 9t -/ 2 (9)|

=

—nf=^.

. ll.= lZ^t=l |gt-/2(0)|

-

n^^

'

where det(M) is the determinant of a square matrix M . From conditions (iv) and
(v) of the Lemma,

rlim

|VW^WI S rBm ^'5"^ < ~. (3.7)
r-roo

T-+oo

lli=ic.^l
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It has thus been established that lim;r->oo l|0(l)-1|| < oo, where O(l) i
in L e m m a 1. Hence the proof.

Theorem 5 The asymptotic quasi-likelihood estimate 0T converges almost s

the true parameter 0Q as T —> oo if the conditions in Lemma 1 are satisfied

there exists a kz > 0 such that kz < \Z.h(g>l\ for all t > 0 and for all 9' s
0 < \\0' — 9o\\ < \\9T ~ ^o|| when T is large enough.

Proof: Using Taylor's expansion,

0 = GT(0T) = GT(0O) +

GT(0')(0*T

~ *o) = GT(0O) + (-AT(0') +

NT{0')WT

- *o),

(3.8)
where 0 < \\0' - 0Q\\ < \\0T - 0Q\\. From L e m m a 1 and inequality (3.7)

ll*5--*o||= II " IGTWT'GTWW
=

||[0(l)2??(cT)EilWr^]||

< 0(i)\\DT>(e-)T.lim^§r0
where

DT(9')

is a matrix of the form given in (3.3) with the only differen

that 9 is replaced by 9'. Consider the vector D?1^') EiLi (\gt-ff{e0)\)of this vector is

\k\9'-m»o)\) / Ktii^-mn)'
From the condition given on this theorem, this is less or equal to

ISift-'jR'wij/riSift-^wi)'

The

i t h entr
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Now,
00

F.(( a^t

\2\T

h ( T*

\

00

«'tg(M?P"t-i)

* V s/v*

«* V

From condition (ii) of L e m m a 1 the above expression is less or equal to
•j*

fc2E

(\gt-ff(B0))\

N2

< OO.

From Theorem 2, this implies that D?1 (0')Ej=i (|gtiffig0)|)t e n d s almost surely to
zero as T tends to infinity. It therefore follows that

[-[GWT'GWo)] a4' 0
as T tends to infinity. This in turn implies that 0T -> 0O a.s. as T -> 00 when the
conditions in Lemma 1 are true.
The AQL method has been shown, under certain conditions, to provide consistent
estimators in linear models. So far it has been assumed that a root exists for
the asymptotic quasi-score function GT(0). As this is not always the case, it is
imperative to show that the root actually exists for this situation. Aitchison and
Silvey (1958) showed that if GT(9) is continuous in 0, a.e. on an event E, T > 1
and for all sufficiently small Sx > 0, a.e on E, and if

Um (suPlle-eo\\=Sl(0 - 90)'GT{9)) < 0, (3.9)

then GT(0) = 0 has a root in the sphere {0, \\0 — 90\\ < Sx}. It needs to be verified
that equation (3.9) holds for the asymptotic quasi-score function. This verification
is provided as a corollary of Theorem 5.
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Corollary 1 Assuming that GT(0) is continuous on 0, a root exists for th

totic quasi-score function if the conditions in Theorem 5 are satisfied.
Proof: Let 0 lie on the surface of the sphere {0 : \\9 — 9Q\\ = Sx} and 0 < Sx < S*
where S* = \\9T — 9Q\\, 9T being the AQL estimate of 90. The product of Taylor's
expansion of GT(9) and 9 — 90 is given by
(9 - 90)'GT(9)
= {9- 9o)'GT(0o) + {0- Bo)' [-AT{90) + NT{0O)] (0 - 0O) + i?T(0,0O) (3-10)
= (0 - 90)'GT('90) + (9- 0O)' [-AT(90)\ (9 - 90) + RT(9,90),
where R'T(9,9Q) and RT(9,90) are the appropriate remainder terms. By equation '
(3.8), (9 - 9Q)GT(9) can be written in the form
(9 - 90)'GT(9) = (9- 90)'GT(90) + (9 - 90)' [-AT{9") + NT(9")} (9 - 90) (3.11)
where 0 < \\9" - 90\\ < \\9 - 90\\. Subtracting (3.11) from (3.10) results in
RT(0, 0O) = (9- 0O)' [AT(0o) - AT(9") + NT(9")] (9 - 90).

Substituting this value in equation (3.10) and dividing by (9 — 90)' [Ar(#o)] (# - ^
gives
(0-eo)>G*T(9) _

(e-eo)'lAT(e0)](e-&o) "

^

^

{e-eoyG*T(0o) _ (9-80y\AT(6")](e-e0) , (e-e0y\NT(e")](e-e0)
(e-60y[AT(6o)](e-e0)
(e-e0y[AT(e0)](e-e0) "•" (e-e0y[AT(e0)](6-e0) •
The 1st term on the right hand side of equation (3.12) is o(l). The denominator of
this term involves the matrix AT(9Q) which by considering matrix (3.5) of Lemma
1 is expressed as
AT{0O) = DT{0o) {DT\0o)AT{eQ)) = L>T(0o)O(l),
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is the px p matrix given in (3.3) with the ith. diagonal element

E^zi ) _/2(g M- The numerator of this term involves the vector GT(0O). By Theorem

5, the product D?1 (0o)GT(0o) tends to a vector of zeros as T —> oo. It therefore

follows that multiplying the numerator as well as the denominator of this term w
2

max; E ,—727TT7 indicates that this term tends to zero as T —> oo.
'-J \9t-ft (00)1

The third term of the right hand side of (3.12) is also o(l). In this case,

AT

is given by,
AT(9o) = DT{9")

{DT\9")AT{0O))

-

The (i,j)th element of the matrix D^(9")AT(90) is

J=t\gt-moo)\j/ \k\9t-mo
which by the conditions given in Theorem 5 is less than or equal to

(Err^^l/^E 4 ^
ti\3,-m»o)\j/ v sifl.-/«2(«o)ir

which is 0(1) by the same argument presented for the elements of matrix (3.5) in
Lemma 1. Therefore
the matrix
Lemma 1,

NT{9")-

AT{@O)

=

DT(B")0(1).

The numerator of this term involves

Following the same argument presented for matrix (3.4) in

D^1(0")NT(0")

tends to a matrix of zeros as T —>• oo. It therefore

follows that multiplying the numerator as well as the denominator of this term w
2

maxi E i—Viianw indicates that this term tends to zero as T ->• oo.
\9t — Jt \° )\

From condition (ii) of Lemma 1, the second term of the right hand side of (3.12)
is bounded by two positive numbers as shown below
.kx (0 - 90)' [AT{0")\ (0 - Bo) < k2
< k2 ~ {0 - 0O)' [AT{0o)} {0 - B0) - kx
n
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the denominator of

this fraction is positive, this implies that when T is large enough (9*-90)GT(9*) <

for ||0-0o|| = Sx. Thus (3.9) holds, which implies that a root exists for the asympto
quasi-score function.

3.4 The function gt
The conditional variance E(M2\Tt-x) of the error term of the model adopted for this
work is estimated by \gt - /2(0)|. The consistency of the asymptotic quasi-likelihood
estimate requires relatively weak conditions on \gt — /2(0)|; for instance, condition
(ii) of Lemma 1 requires that the ratio between E(M2\Tt~x) and \gt — /2(0)| should
be bounded by two positive numbers for all 0 £ 0 and 0 < t < T. This provides
some latitude in the determination of gt.
From the model the square of the observations is given by

y2 = /2(0) + 2/t(0)Mf + M2
where ft(0) is Tt-x measurable. The function gt is determined from {y2} through
the autoregressive methods and the most appropriate model is selected on the basis
of the modified Box-Pierce chi-squared statistic of time series models.
For most linear models, the error terms are presumed to be independently distributed. Independence is a special case in martingale theory. When independence

is assumed, the function gt is found by regressing {y2} on the predictor variables o
the function /2(0). Suppose the function is given by ft(0) = 0Q + 0\xt. Then gt is
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determined by regressing {y2} on the powers of xt. Details of the determination of
the function gt are given in Chapter 5.
In the next section examples are given for simulated data as well as real life
data. In the simulation study, several samples are simulated for various kinds of
M'ts to determine the behaviour of AQL estimates in various situations. The real
life examples illustrate the potential usefulness of the AQL method.

3.5 Examples

Several examples are simulated from different models to demonstrate the practicalit
of the AQL method. In each data set, the process {gt} is obtained from the square
of the observations {y2} using the autoregressive methods. The g'ts vary between
autoregressive models AR(1) to AR(4). The model and the sample size of the
simulated data were chosen arbitrarily. The AQL estimates are obtained by using a
two-stage procedure to solve the quasi-score equation

GT(B) = Zn

ft

f2(„MB)

= 0. (3.13)
,-=i 9t ~ Jt [V)

The method involves:
(i) using the OLS estimate, say Binitiai, as an initial value;

(ii) substituting 0initial in the function gt - /2(0) in Equation (3.13) and solving
the equation

E;T^4 SMt(0) = O. (3.14)
i=x9t~ Jt {^initial)
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Table 3.1: LS and AQL parameter estimates for sample size = 200 and Mt ~
A^(0,

a5+y

?-i+y?-a). The true parameters are 0O = 0.5 and 0X = 0.3

Method 0O (st. errors) 0\ (st. errors)
AQL Method 0.5076 (0.0300) 0.2964 (0.0212)
LS Method 0.5700 (0.0663) 0.2196 (0.0358)

(iii) letting the solution of Equation (3.14) to be a new initial value and repeating
stage (ii) till the sequence of estimates is convergent.
Example 1: In this example, 20 data sets each of size 200 are simulated from

the model yt = 0.5 + 0.3y*-i + Mt, t > 2, where Mt is a martingale difference whi
0.5+v2 +v2

has normal distribution with mean 0 and variance - — ^ — — .

In this case, the

model takes the form yt = 0O + 0xyt-i + Mt, where 0O = 0.5 and 0i = 0.3. The mean
as well as the standard errors of the estimates obtain via AQL method and the LS

Table 3.2: LS and AQL parameter estimates for sample size = 50 and Mt ~
#(0, °-5+y?-i+y?-2). The true parameters are 0O = 0.5 and 0X = 0.3

Method 0o (st. errors) 0i (st. errors)
AQL Method 0.6104 (0.0858) 0.1755 (0.0284)
LS Method 0.7770 (0.1292) 0.1473 (0.0472)
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Table 3.3: LS and AQL parameter estimates for sample size = 200 with Mt is relate
to the Poisson distribution. The true parameters are 0o = 0.3 and 0i = 0.5
A A

Method

0 O (st. errors)

0i (st. errors)

AQL Method 0.2925 (0.0153) 0.4537 (0.0179)
LS Method 0.2816 (0.0162) 0.4849 (0.0182)

method are displayed in Table 3.1.
Example 2: This example is similar to Example 1 with the exception that
the sample size for each data set is 50. The mean and the standard errors of the
estimates obtained via the AQL method and the LS method are displayed in Table
3.2.
Example 3: In this example, 20 data sets each of size 200 are simulated from
the model yt = 0.3 + 0.5yt_i + Mt, t > 2, where Mt is a martingale difference

Table 3.4: LS and AQL parameter estimates for sample size = 200 and Mt ~
N(0,0.5). The true parameters are 0O = 0.5 and 0i = 0.3

Method 0o (st. errors) 0X (st. errors)
AQL Method 0.5079 (0.0180) 0.2872 (0.0137)
LS Method 0.5156 (0.0155) 0.2889 (0.0106)
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Table 3.5: LS and AQL parameter estimates for sample size = 200 and Mt ~
A^(0, a2). The true parameters are 0O = 0.5 and 0i = 0.3
A A

Method

0 O (st. errors)

0i (st. errors)

AQL Method 0.5540 (0.0696) 0.2854 (0.0108)
LS Method 0.5651 (0.0711) 0.2692 (0.0203)

associated with a variable xt from the Poisson distribution with rate Xt = ((0.1 +

y\-x + y2-2)/2)°'5- The martingale difference is given by the relation Mt = xt — Xt.
The mean and the standard errors of the estimates obtained via the AQL method
and the LS method are displayed in Table 3.3.
Example 4: This example is similar to Example 1 with the exception that Mt
are identically and independently distributed taking the normal distribution with
mean 0 and variance 0.5. The mean and the standard errors of the estimates are
obtained via the AQL method and the LS method are displayed in Table 3.4.
Example 5: This example is similar to Example 1 with the exception that
Mt are independently distributed, taking the normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance (1 + 0.5t)2. The mean and the standard errors of the estimates obtained
via the AQL method and the LS method are displayed in Table 3.5.
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Discussion of results of simulated data

The estimates obtained via the AQL method are generally closer to the true pa-

rameter and have smaller standard errors than the estimates obtained via the L

method. The only exception occurs in Example 4. In examples 1, 2 and 3, Mt doe

not satisfy the ideal conditions for the use of the LS method of estimation. C

sequently, the AQL method provided better estimates than those obtained throug
the LS method. From Example 2, it is seen that estimates obtained from small
samples tend to be poorer than those obtained from large samples.
In Example 4, the Aft's are from independent normal distributions with zero

mean and constant variance. These conditions are ideal for the LS method of es
timation. The standard errors of the estimates obtained via the LS method are
slightly better than for the estimates obtained via AQL estimates. This is an

cation that the AQL method can work well in conditions ideal for the LS method

In Example 5, the Mt's are from independent normal distributions with same mea

but different variances. The estimates obtained from the AQL method are no wor
than those obtained by the LS method.

It is evident that the AQL method provides a useful way of estimating paramete

in linear models without making any assumptions as to the nature of the distri

of the error term. The QL estimate cannot be used when the error term is unkno

and the LS method provides poor estimates when the error term does not have eq
variance.
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Example 6

Table 3.6 represents the results of an assay for the concentration of an enzyme es
terase, given in Carroll and Ruppert (1988, pp. 48-51). The observed concentration
on the esterase was recorded, and then in a binding experiment the number of bindings were counted. The data are proprietary and no further background is given.

The eventual goal of the study is to take observed counts and infer the concentrat
of esterase. The observed data are plotted in Figure 3.1 and appear to be reason-

ably linear, although they exhibit severe heterogeneity of variance. A model for th
means of the counts is
E(yi) = pi(p) = Po-rPiXi,

where a:,- is the amount of esterase. The variability of t/,- is modeled as a funct
the mean response as is common in data of this kind, that is

standard deviation of yi — crpi(P) (3.15)

The estimated parameters using (unweighted) LS are

$o = -17.02 Px = 17.05

Due to the heterogeneity of variance exhibited by the data, the LS method of
estimation is inappropriate. Carroll and Rupert (1988) have given the Spearman

correlation between Studentized residuals and predicted values of this fit to be p

0.39 with significance equal or less than 0.0001. The two have also provided detai

that show that the constant coefficient of variation model of i? = 1 is reasonable.
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Table 3.6: T h e esterase assay data
a m o u n t of

observed

A m o u n t of

observed

a m o u n t of

observed

esterase

count

esterase

count

esterase

count

6.4

84

6.5

85

6.7

86

7.8

127

8.0

104

8.0

107

8.1

96

8.2

130

8.4

124

8.6

105

8.6

79

8.8

153

9.0

79

9.2

100

9.5

203

10.3

159

10.5

191

10.6

93

10.8

167

10.9

100

11.1

116

11.6

97

11.6

170

11.8

131

12.1

233

12.3

256

12.6

115

12.8

219

12.8

201

13.1

215

13.1

144

13.3

268

13.3

139

154

13.8

226

13.7

249

13.8

13.9

97

14.0

329

14.1

288

14.4

255

14.6

239

14.6

317

14.6

216

14.8

266

15.0

301

15.2

193

15.2

389

15.2

278

16.0

148

15.8

271

15.9

250

16.0

103

16.1

315

16.4

256

16.9

126

17.0

137

17.1

340

17.5

136

17.7

276

18.1

342

18.8

262

19.0

486

19.2

336

20.5

354

20.5

393

20.8

459

20.9

343

20.8

270

20.8

260

21.2

474

21.4

270

21.8

416

21.8

296

22.1

317

23.0

409

23.2

376

23.5

381

23.7

466

23.8

529

24.2

412

24.4

566

24.6

369

25.2

418

25.2

531
208

25.5

435

26.9

472

27.2

27.4

646

27.7

412

29.0

595

29.0

474

30.3

527

30.8

438

33.6

635

35.2

416

38.2

695

38.6

717

39.1

1042

40.5

695

40.9

239

41.2

597

41.7

1006

599
697

44.5

718

45.0

778

46.6

52.0

789

52.1

921

52.4
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Figure 3.1: Graph for esterase data
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For the constant coefficient of variation model, the parameter estimates, obtained
by W L S , are
Po = -37.36

px = 18.16

In the A Q L method, the function g is given by

g{ = -59250.19 + 21401.83x; + 133.52a;2

The A Q L parameter estimates are

Po = -35.18

px = 18.04

T h e A Q L estimates are m u c h closer to the W L S estimates than the L S estimates
are. This indicates the suitability of the AQL method in estimating parameters of
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models with heteroscedastic variances. The advantage of the AQL method over the
WLS method is that it is not necessary to know the variance model (3.15).
Example 7: This example utilises data obtained from a Physics experiment
given in Weisberg (1985, pp. 83-87). The experiment involves aiming a beam
a, having various values of incident momentum pl°b which are measured in the
laboratory frame of reference, at a target containing protons and results in the

emission of other particles. The quantity measured y is the scattering cross-section
of a particular particle. A quantity of more basic significance than pl£b is s, the
square of the total energy in the centre-of-mass frame of reference system. The
quantity s, under the conditions of the experiment, is given by
s = 2mpplaab
where s is measured in (GeV)2, in which lGeV = 1 x IO9 electron volts is the energy

that an elementary particle reaches on being accelerated by an electric potential o
one billion volts. The momentum pl*b and the mass mp are measured in GeV, and
mp = 0.938GeV for a proton.
Theoretical physicists believe that, under certain conditions (satisfied by this
experiment), the cross-section y is given by the model
y = p0-\- p1s~1'2 + relatively small terms.
Table 3.7 summarises the results of the experiment. At each pl^b, a very large
number of particles Na was used so that the variance of the observed y values
could be accurately obtained from theoretical considerations. The square root of
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Table 3.7: Data for Physics example.
piab s-x/2 y

Estimated

GeV/c GeV/c'1 (pb) Stand. Dev.

4

0.345

367

17

6

0.287

311

9

8

0.251

295

9

10

0.225

268

7

12

0.207

253

7

15

0.186

239

6

20

0.161

220

6

30

0.132

213

6

75

0.084

193

5

150

0.060

192

5

these variances are given in the fourth column of Table 3.7. T h e best approach to
estimate Po and Px is by using the WLS method subject to the estimated standard
variances being known. In applying the AQL and the LS methods on this data,

knowledge of the weights (fourth column of Table 3.7) for the variances is ignored.

This means that the estimates are obtained from a single realisation of the data. I
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Table 3.8: Weighted least squares, ordinary least squares and asymptotic quasilikelihood estimates for Physics data
Method 0AO §x
WLS 148.47 530.84
OLS 135.00 619.71
AQLM 148.93 537.46

the A Q L method, the function g for this data is

g = 32326.44 + 85610(S-1/2)2

Table 3.8 provides results obtained through the LS method, WLS method and
AQL method. The AQL estimates are closer to the WLS estimates than the OLS

estimates are. This indicates that in the availability of only one realisation o
and lacking any knowledge regarding the nature of the error, the AQL method can
provide good estimates.

Discussion and Conclusion
The results from the examples indicate that the AQL method can provide good

parameter estimates from a single realisation of data for linear models, when the
distribution of the errors is unknown. The LS method gives poor estimates when •

the the errors are not i.i.d. The simulated examples illustrate that the AQL meth
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provides better estimates than the LS method when the errors are not i.i.d. In
Example 6, real life data is used. The distribution of the error term is unknown
but the diagnostics on the data indicate that a constant coefficient of variation
model is adequate. The AQL method provides estimates which are very close to

the estimates of WLS estimates of the constant coefficient of variation model, whil
the LS estimates are a complete contrast to this. In Example 7, the weights of the

variances were known but were ignored in order to show that it is possible to obtai
good estimates using a single realisation of data for a model with heteroscedastic
variance.
The convergence of the asymptotic quasi-score function will be shown in the

next chapter. This will enable the calculation of the confidence intervals of the A
estimates and also allow for testing of hypotheses.

Chapter 4
Convergence to Normality of the
Asymptotic Quasi-score function
on Linear Models

4.1 Introduction
T w o important problems in statistical inference are estimation and tests of hypotheses. Knowledge of the underlying distribution is especially important in the testing
of hypotheses. The generality of the estimating functions procedure is such that
no assumption is m a d e on the underlying distribution. Hutton, Ogunyemi and Nelson (1991) have noted the difficulty in showing that the quasi-score has a limiting
distribution in most situations. In this chapter, the limiting distribution of the
asymptotic quasi-score function is established.
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To recapitulate on what has been done so far, it has been established that it is
possible to obtain consistent estimates, via the A Q L method, for the parameters of
a linear model
Vt = ft{0) + Mtl

t = l,---,T;

(4.1)

where yt are the observations, Mt are martingale differences associated with a natur
u-field Tt generated by {ys, s <t}, with To being a trivial a-field, and where ft(0) is
a linear function of the p-dimensional parameter of interest 0 and is .Ft-i-measurable.
The A Q L estimate is the root of the asymptotic quasi-score function
T

G

f yt

^=£CTW

(42)

In order to draw inferences on A Q L estimator of 0, the limiting distribution of the
asymptotic quasi-score function (4.2) has to be established.
This chapter focuses on the limiting distribution of the asymptotic quasi-score
function (4.2). Under certain conditions it is shown that (4.2) has a limiting normal
distribution. Asymptotic confidence intervals as well as hypotheses tests for the
parameter are derived from this convergence. These results are found in Mvoi and
Lin (1998).

4.2 Preliminaries

Under some broad conditions, a central limit result exists for square-integrable ma
tingales. Let ST,i = Ej=i MT,t

(1 < » < kT) be a one dimensional square-integrable
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martingale array, and let

U2T,kT=i^h a*d VlkT=Y,E(Mlt\Tt-x).
t=x

f=l

Under different sets of conditions, Hall and Heyde (1980, Ch.3) have shown tha
ST,kT/UT,kT

an

d ST,kT/VrtkT converge to the standard normal distribution. This

convergence is mixing in the sense of Renyi (1963) as defined below:
Let {Yn} be a sequence of random variables on a probability space (Cl,T,P)

converging in distribution to a random variable Y. If for all continuity poin
Y and all events E £ T,

P{{Yn <y}HE)^ P{Y < y)P{E) as n -> oo,

then the convergence is said to be mixing. This convergence is denoted by

Yn —> Y (mixing).

The objective here is to show that the central limit theorem holds for the as

totic quasi-score function (4.2). The first step is to extend Theorems 3.2 and

in Hall and Heyde (1980) to a higher dimensional case by using the Cramer-Wol
device.

Theorem 6 Suppose that {ST,i = El=xXT,k,l < i < kT,T > 1} is a squareintegrable martingale array in Rd, d>\ and fcy —V oo as T -)• oo. //

(1)

maxk X^i -^ 0,
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as T -> oo, j = 1, • • •, d, where X^j. is the jth entry of the vector XT,k,
(2)
J2XT,kXT,k -)• E,
k=X

as T —>• oo, where £ is a positive definite matrix, and

(3)
Emaxk(

y(«) -v-0)
^T,k^T,k

is bounded in T, where i,j = l,---, d, then

ST,kT -> Z,

as

T -» oo,

where Eexp(iw'Z) = ea:p(—^w'Ew),w € # d .

Proof: Using the Cramer-Wold device, it only needs to be shown that for each
point w = (wx, • • •, Wd) £ Rdi
d d

J2 wiST\T -^Hw3zh\

as

T ^oo,
i=i

i=i

where S^k , Z^

(j = 1, • • • ,d) are the jth entries of the vectors

IST,A.T

and Z re-

spectively. But

E ^ 4 1 = E »; E *# = E ( E ">i4J?
y(J) _

j=l j=l k=\ k=\ \j=l

and {Zll=1 fe'Li

^J'^T'I)} *S

a

martingale array. Using Theorem 3.2 of Hall

and Heyde (1980), it only needs to be shown that

X
maxk YJWJJ^T,k
' A 0
j=l

as T —> oo, and
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I d

fc=i \i=i

/

where r72 is an almost sure finite random variable, and
/
w X

E maxk [ E

i T,k

is bounded.
By the assumptions given in the theorem, it follows that
d

d
X

< maxk E l^il T,k\ ^ E l^il

maxk

(i)

fc X T,fc

ma;r

0,

as r ^ oo.

Also

= Efei ™ ' ( X r , * X ^ >
= «/ (Efei ^T,it^ifc) u; A u/Eu; = r72, say,

as T —> oo. From the assumptions given in the theorem, ry2 is a finite random
variable.
The expectation
E (maxk (EU

W X

J TI)

") ^

E

fe-i

maxk

wiWjX^kX^k

< E (j2i,j\wiWj\maxk y(0 v-U)
^-T,k^T,k

which is bounded in T.

Therefore, for any w = (>i, • • •, wd) € # d , w'Sr,* ->• w'Z as T -> oo or 5T)fc -• Z
as T _>. co where Eexp(iwZ) = exp(-\w'Y,w). Hence the proof.
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Theorem 7 Let {ST,i = Ek=xXT,k,l < i < kT,T > 1} be a square-integrable •
martingale array in Rd, satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6. Define UTk =
EkLxXT,kXT,k{UT^TY1

Then

ST,kT ->• N(0,Id) (mixing)

where N(0, Id) is a d-dimensional normal distribution with 0 mean and variancecovariance matrix Id, the identity matrix of dimension d.

Proof: Condition (2) of Theorem 6 requires the matrix E to be positive definite,
that is , for any real valued vector w — (wx, • • •, wd)' ^ 0,
w'Ew > 0.

Using the Cramer-Wold device, it is sufficient to show that

w'ST,kTl{w'UlkTw)^ 4 iV(0,1) (mixing).

By Theorem 3.3 of Hall and Heyde (1980 p 64), this convergence directly follows.
Hence the proof.

Theorem 8 A sequence Sn converges in probability if and only if for every e > 0,
there is an N such that

P{\Sm - Sn\ > e) < e for n,m> N. (4.3)

Theorem 8 is the Cauchy criterion. The proof of this theorem is available in mos
calculus texts such as Kaplan (1991).
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4.3 Main Result
The central limit theorem for martingales given in the previous section is a

tool in providing asymptotic results for the AQL estimate. The asymptotic quas
score function

~ _y /,(<>)Mt

T

~ h I* - sm\

is a martingale, where
(

\
axt

m-m
is ^.i-measurable. As mentioned earlier, gt is a predictable process that estimates
E(y2\Tt-x)

an

d is therefore J^-i-measurable. The task at hand is to show that

the central limit theorem for the martingales holds for the asymptotic quasifunction.

4.3.1 Convergence to Normality
Consider the vector

where i = 1, • • •, p. It can be seen that Xr,t is a vector of martingale dif
{Et=i XT,t}i<i<T is a p-dimensional martingale array for a fixed T.

Theorem 9 //
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fetSrfwi.

= oo a.s

where i = 1,2 • • • ,p,
(ii) there exist kx,k2 > 0 for all t = 1,2, • • •, such that
E(M2\Tt-x)

kx <

<k2,

9t ~ f?{B)

(iii) for any 0 < e < 1, there exists a real number k > 0 and an integer T0 > 0 swc/
i/iai for any T > T0
(

\

aitMt

9t-ff(9)

maxt<T

ELX™*>E(^)

<k

> 1-e,

:

\

where 0 < S < \, i = 1, • • • ,p,

(iv) at least one pair of vectors (alt', a2t>, • • •, apt')' and (alt, a2t, • • •, apt)' wh
t' 6 (1, 2 • • •, T), are linearly independent,

then
•2 T

^

x

x

T,t 'T,t

E XT,t 4 N(0, Ip) (mixing),
t=l

vt=l

that is,
2 T

f.flMf

ftMt

E=x(9t-f?(B)) } E ti\9t~mB)\ —> N(0, I ) (mixing).
p

2

R e m a r k : Condition (ii) is the same as condition (ii) of L e m m a 1, page 49

required for the consistency of the AQL estimates on linear models while conditio

(i) is a modified form of one of these conditions. Condition (iv) is satisfied by
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linear regression models and design of experiment models. Condition (iii) is not
very restrictive.
Proof: The first step is to show that {E?=i xT,t}i<s<T is square-integrable.
Consider the matrix
^s
ftfjM?
^=1 (9t-fH<>))2

s

U

X

X

T,s = E T,t T,t = - ,,.

., ,J

(

(4.5)

EL max, E (^y)
The expectation of the jth diagonal element of (4.5) is

W\ _
E^WT)
s^i m a x - E (j^wfc) '' s£.i m a x < £

< 1.

2 <

4=1

2 —

(FP#>)

Thus

su P ^x;xg 2 <i.

(4.6)

The absolute value of the (j, fc)th entry of (4.5) is

E;=1 (g -/f(e))

2

v^s
y(i) v-0)
L,t=3. ^T,t^T,t

t

<

Ef-°".<^))'

(4.7)

•?,«?

^ t = l (9t-/?W) 2

<
\

Ef=imaXi '(jS^) ^

— <j^fe)'

Taking the expectation results in
a2 M 2

E;=1(9t-/£(e))
J*

*

^*'*1 (gt-/2(e))2

2

5
A

A

2_,t=i T,t r,t - ^

\ E L — < ^ > ) \ EL—<^fe)
°2£Mt
E

Et=i UgYft(eW

<

EL*

\ E L — * ( ^ ) \ EL

°LMt2
(9t-/t2(6))2

(4.8)

—K^)'

< 1.
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) imply that

supl?£xgx#<l.
Te-V

i=i

(4.9)
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Expressions (4.6) and (4.9) imply that {£J = 1 XT,t}x<s<T is a square-integrable martingale array.
The next step is to show that the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied. From
conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem,

l(j^a2tE{M2\Tt-x) > lim kl /T
ait
2
— T \fx (9t - f?(0)) ) - T^OO T Vfe \9t - f?(B)\

Yiin
r

E

oo a.s.,

for i = 1, • • •, p. This implies that
,

1

2\ 2

aitMt
2
T'^T\^-\g
,t=x
t-f (0).

oo

a.s. for i = 1, • • •,/?.

Therefore,
.

l

2\ 2

lim —

Y^ max E [

„„ ••-

= oo a.s.

(4.10)

.t=i

Condition (iii) of Theorem 9 implies that for T > T0,

{
P

a-itMt

9t-f?m

max
t<T

<c-T,S

i

2\ 2

ELmax.E^)

>l-e,

where
k
CT,S

=
2\ 2

ELmax,i5(j^y)'

It follows from (4.10) that for each S' > 0 there exists a TQ such that for all
\

9t-f?(0)

max

i

<S'

> 1-e.

2\ 2

ELmax^(^f^)
In other words

[max XTJ

< S'j > 1 — e,

where

j = 1, • • • ,p;
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that is

(^|*T.i| >*')<*, J = l, .PThus
max

YU)

—» 0 as T —>• oo

t<T

where j = 1, • • • ,p, which satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 6.
It has already been shown that {E?=i xT,t}i<s<T is a />-dimensional square-

integrable martingale. The next step is to show that (4.5) converges to a pos

definite matrix. One way to do this is to show that the elements of this matri
satisfy the Cauchy criterion (Theorem 8). Consider the sequence UTT for T > 0.
For any two positive integers m and n (where m > n), consider the difference
^m ftfjM? ™ ftfjM?

U2
m,m

-Ul

^t=1

=

n,n

(gt-/ t 2 (g)) 2

E?=x max, E ( ^ j )

^ t = x ( gt -/ 2 (fl)) 2

(4.11)

EH=i max, E {-^jffa)'

The absolute value of the jth diagonal element of this matrix is
'-H ».-<?(»>/ 2-<-l\M-ftw)

E?., -. »(^jfe)' zr.w (^fe)'-EZ^, —. ^fetfe)' EL, (;*&)'

zr„—K^y) E;„»«»<^)'
EL,-«* (^fe) EL, -.'(tffc) E : „ - ™ < ^ ) "

Em

<
^

t=1

/ ajt^t

V

+
\9t-f;wJ

Er =n+1 —<^) 2 EL(^9y) 2

EL —*&) EL —<^)'
(4.12)
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By condition (iii) of the theorem, if m > To
P -- — ^---. J^'~'- —, <— —/ —— —- > 1 , - e. (4.13)
v ^
^
1 _ 2

2

vEr=1max,-£(^y)

(E£imax,£(_^);
2

y

Now

(m — n)k2
<
o\ 1-25 —
E H , max, £ (-£$>,) j

mk 2
,:

~,
/

~^T=Tso\ 1-25

(4-14)

(E£> max, £ (j^jfo)'

The right hand side of equation (4.14) converges to 0, as m —> oo, by c
of the theorem. This implies that
2

^t=n+l \gt-ff{9))

P.

0,

ES.max.-^^y

as m,n —>• oo.

(4.15)

—>• 0, as m,n —> oo.

(4-16)

From (4.15), it follows that

E^+.max.t^)
Er=1maxI£(^5J)Also
( ajtMt \2

,-pn

T-^n ( ajtMt \2

— __ / „ . H/r \ 2 V ' /

EL1maxiE(^^y)

EIU^^)

is p-bounded because
^=i \at-fUQ)) |

=1

Thus, equations (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) imply that expression (4.12) converge
0 in probability. That is, for every e > 0, an N can be found such that
pi £/2(.jj) _ Tj2(jj)
* \ ^m,m

>

\ < e for
n,n
^ I

m> N <mdn> N

where U$j) is the jth diagonal element of the matrix U^ttn. By Theorem

implies that the jth (j = 1,2 • • • ,p) diagonal element of UTJ(0) converges in
ability to a finite random variable.
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T h e absolute value of the (j,fc)thoff-diagonal element of (4.11) is equal to
,mm

E

a

ajakt
tamkt
jt
tMt

'=* (g t -/ 2 (8)) 2

EL,»«.K^^)
gt-/

a
]t
kt Mi
it«kt

W)2

t^zlSfizll

EL, — <(^tj)'

ajt«fctMt

Et=n+i (
m

aa

V^n

2

V^m

(e))2

„ f aitAft \

^ n

Ojt°fctMt

Z ^ t S n + i m M C « ^ l x f l t r / a ( g ) ; 2 ^ = 1 (gt-/?(0))2

f

(4.18)

EL—«(^fe) EL—*fe*sfe) E L — K ^ )
<

„ m
/ aaMt N ^ n
«jtafctMt2
Z ^ t = „ + i m a X « £ ' ^ t _ / 2 ( e ) ; 2^t=l (ft-/a(fl))2

V^m
ajtaktMt
Z^t=n+1 ( gt -^(e)) 2

EL,»«Kj^)^».°«E(^i)

EL^KS^f
B y Holders inequality
m

Et=n+l

Q-jto-ktM^

(5t-/2(<?))2

<

V2^=n+1 \gt-f?(0)) ]j^t=n+l \gt-ff(0)J

(4.19)

Er=,max, J 5(^ y )The right hand side of (4.19) converges in probability to zero following the same
argument that results in (4.15). Since (4.17) is p-bounded and (4.19) converges
in probability to zero, it follows that the last expression of (4.18) converges in
probability to zero. B y Theorem 8, this implies the (j, A;)th (j ^ k; j, k = 1,2- • • p)
element of UTT converges in probability to afiniterandom variable. Thus
E XT,tXT,t ->• S
t=i

where E is a matrix offiniteelements. N o w for any LO = (u>i • • • LOP)' ^ 0,

«' (Ef=1 *T,<^,,) W Ef=i (w'*r,0 (*V)

=EL(Ek"i43;i)2>o
by condition (iv) of the theorem, where X ^ j is the jth element of the vector Xr,t. It
therefore follows that E is a positive definite matrix. Thus E L i XT,txT,t converges
in probability to a positive definite matrix E. This satisfies condition (2) of Theorem
6.
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Consider the inequality

max XT)t < XTl H (- XTT.

The right hand value of the above inequality is the jth diagonal elemen
UTT. Taking the expectation results in
v-vr

T? ( ajtMt \2

_
U=in\gt-#{B))
E maxlg < E(Xk\2) + • • • + E(xffi)
T

T,t -

V T,I;T

nr

T,T)

V

p

a1tMt V

This implies that EmaxKrJ^] is bounded in T. Since UTT is a positive def
matrix this implies that
Emax( xPtXtt] ) < (EmaxXfifEmaxX&f)2 -<I , * 1.
t

<

T

t

<

r

That is ^ m a x « T ( A ^ X ^ ) is bounded in T. Thus condition 3 of Theorem 6 has

been verified. By Theorem 7, the result of Theorem 9 automatically foll

4.3.2 Confidence Intervals

The AQL estimate is the root of the asymptotic quasi-score function GT(9

is denoted by 0T. Using Taylor's expansion on the asymptotic quasi-score
about the true parameter 0O results in

0 = G*T(9*T) = GT(9Q) + GT(9T)(9*T - 0o) (4.20)

where ||0o — 9T\\ < \\90 — 9T\\, the norm denoting the square root of th
squares of the elements, and
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where Mt(9T) = yt - ft(9T). Since 9T a-$ 0O as T -)• oo, then it is assumed that
{GT(9T))~ GT(90) -+' 7p as T —> oo. Theorem 9 and expression (4.20) lead to
{E (frf|^}

2

GT(«O)(^

- Bo) 4 tf (0, Jp). (4.21)

In practical situations, the true parameter is unknown. It is assumed that the

functions of 9T in (4.21) tend to functions of 0O when T is large enough since 9T aas T —y oo.
Let
£(Gr(*o)) = (-^(0o))/[^,r(^o)]-1(-^(0o)),
where UTiT(90) = Ef=i £/iff(j$)2. and let ^ be a vector in RP. Assuming i{GT{0o))

behaves asymptotically like a constant matrix then, replacing £(GT(90)) by its esti
mate £,{GT(0T)), results in
P(V'0o € V"0J ± ^/2(n(G'^(0^))-1T/)l) « 1 - a, (4.22)

where Za/2 is the critical value of the standard normal distribution. The asymptot

confidence intervals for the individual elements of 0O are provided by the express
(4.22) by selecting an appropriate vector V. This result has been given by Heyde
and Lin (1991). When computing the confidence intervals of the AQL estimate using
this expression, the nuisance parameters can be conveniently deleted.

4.3.3 Testing of Hypotheses
From the convergence in equation (4.21), the result
(0T - 0)'i{GT(0T))(0T - 0) 4 X2, (4.23)
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where x2 follows the chi-squared distribution with p degrees of freedom, automatically follows. From equation (4.23), Heyde and Lin (1991) have derived confidence
statements of broader scope. The same expression can be used in the testing of

hypotheses. In order to test the hypothesis H0 : 9 = 0O against Hx : 9 ^ 0O at the a
level of significance, the statistic

xl = {BT-Bo)'(LiGT{0T)){9T-9o)

is computed. If Xo > X2,i_a

tne

null hypothesis is rejected, at the a level of signifi

cance.
These results hold asymptotically and may not hold for small samples.

4.4 Examples and Conclusion
The convergence to normality of the asymptotic quasi-score function given in The-

orem 9 is illustrated in two examples. The first example consists of simulated data

while the second example is of real-life data. The results obtained through the AQL
method are compared with the results obtained through the LS method. The model
under consideration is

yt = 0o + 0i&t + Mt, t = l,...,T (4.24)

where Mt is a martingale difference and bt is Tt-x measurable. In the following example, confidence intervals and hypothesis tests are computed for the above model.
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Table 4.1: A Q L and LS Estimates (with standard errors)

Method
AQL

0o

Bx

0.5200 (0.0135) 0.2885 (0.0096)

LS 0.5840 (0.0271) 0.2123 (0.0158)

Example 1

Data was simulated for the model (4.24) in which 0O = 0.5, 0X = 0.3, bt =

and Mt is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance (0.5 + y\_x + y2

hundred samples of sizes 200 were simulated for this model. The functio
data set was determined by autoregressive methods. For model (4.24),
UTJ(BT) in (4.22) take the form

1

bt

bt

b2

\

GT(BT) = E
*=i

2ft{BT)Mt
(9t-f?(BT))2

1
fh-f?m

Table 4.2: Percentage of 99% confidence intervals with true value of parameter

Method

0O

Bx

AQL 100% 99%

LS

98%

68%

GT(B
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Table 4.3: Percentage of 95% confidence intervals with true value of pa

Method 0O 0X
AQL 94% 93%
LS 94% 59%

and

1 h

2

U (BT) = E
t=l

\

M2
(9t-mBT)Y

*

respectively. To determine the confidence intervals of 0O or 0i individu
(4.22) is chosen as

1

0
or

respectively. Parameter estimates, 99%, 95%, 9 0 % and 5 0 % confidence intervals

were computed for the true parameter using the AQL method as well as the

method. Table 4.1 gives the parameter estimates and their standard error

Table 4.4: Percentage of 90% confidence intervals with true value of pa

Method 0O 0\
AQL 88% 90%
LS 87% 53%
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Table 4.5: Percentage of 5 0 % confidence intervals with true value of parameter

Method

0O

01

AQL

47% 52%

LS

50% 19%

4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 give the percentages of the confidence intervals containing the
true value of the parameter, computed from 100 simulations using the LS method
and the AQL method.
Hypothesis testing in the AQL method is based on the chi-squared statistic
(4.23). For the simulated data, the hypothesis
(

0.5
HQ

:

9Q

=
V

/

\

against

0.3,

Hx : 0i 7^
V

\

0.5

(4.25)

0.3,

was tested for each of the 100 samples at 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 levels of significance

using the AQL method. The percentage of the number of times the null hypothesis

was accepted for the four levels of significance is given in Table 4.6. An Splu

gram that gives the AQL estimates of a linear regression model, confidence int

of the parameters and the chi-squared statistic (4.23) for a specified null hy
is given in section A.l of the appendix.
Example 2

In this example, confidence intervals for prediction are given. For convenience
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Table 4.6: Percentage of cases in which null hypothesis is true for the A Q L method

Level of Significance

Null hypothesis true

1% 98%
5% 93%
10%

88 %

52%

rewrite model (4.24) in the form

yi

= Po-rPxXi + Mi.

Suppose Po and Px are the AQL estimates for such a model. Then the variance of
A A

thefittedvalue y; = p0 + PxXi is
A

A

var(y{) = var(p0 + pxx-)

(4.26)

= var0o) + x2var(Px) + 2xiCov(p0,Px)From equations (4.21) and (4.22)
(

Bn^N(90,^G*n(9o)Y1)

where

0n =

* \

(4.27)

and 0 O is the true value of the parameter. The value £(G*(0O)) is estimated by
£(G* (Bn))- The variance of the fitted value is computed from this distribution.
Next the variance of the prediction yj of the future value yi at x{ needs to be
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determined. Both y] and yi have the same expectation, therefore

E(y\ - yi)2 = E \{y\ - E(Vl)} - {y{ - E(yt)}]2

= E(y\ - E(yi))2 + E(Vi - E(Vi))2 - 2E(y\ - E(yi))(yi - E(yz)). (4.28)

Since y\ is computed from past data and yi is an observation in the future, the

prediction and the future values are uncorrelated. The first term in (4.28) is the
same as (4.26). The second term in (4.28) is estimated by (gi — y2), the estimate
of the conditional variance of the error term. Thus the 100(1 — a)% confidence
intervals of a future response y\ at Xi is

Po + Pxx{ ± Za/2 x yjvar(yi) + (# - yf),

where Za/2 is critical value of the standard normal distribution.
The data in Table 4.7 are the results of two assay methods for a hormone given

in Carroll and Ruppert (1988). The scale of the data as presented is not particular
meaningful. The original source of the data refused permission to divulge further
information. The overall goal was to see whether the test-method measurements
can be reproduced by the reference-method measurements. The expected value of
the test method is given by the model

E(yi) = po + PxXi, * = l,---n,

where Xi represents the reference method. The main interest with this data, as

regards this work, is to illustrate that the AQL method can be used to provide the
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Table 4.7: The hormone assay data
Reference

Test

Reference

Test

Reference

Test

method method method method method method
1.0

1.8

1.4

1.0

1.6

1.5

1.8

1.3

1.9

1.7

1.9

1.6

1.9

1.1

1.9

1.6

2.0

1.6

2.0

3.4

2.0

1.4

2.1

1.6

2.1

1.6

2.2

1.7

2.4

2.1

2.4

1.6

2.4

2.2

2.5

1.1

2.6

3.0

2.8

3.1

2.9

3.4

3.0

1.8

3.2

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.4

1.8

3.4

3.4
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Table 4.8: Hormone assay: Parameter estimates
Method

p0

Px

AQL -0.18 0.98
LS

-0.64 1.04

WLS

-0.08 0.96

Figure 4.1: Hormone assay: Scatter plot
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Reference method
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Figure 4.2: Hormone assay: 9 5 % confidence intervals; LS method, full line; A Q L
method, broken line
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Figure 4.3: Hormone assay: 9 5 % confidence intervals; weighted LS method, full line;
AQL method, broken line
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confidence intervals for the predicted values of a new response. The hormone a

data are heteroscedastic (see Figure 4.1). According to Carroll and Ruppert (1
the constant coefficient of variation model in which

standard deviation of yi = cr(/?0 + Px^i), where a > 0,

is a reasonable model for variability. Weighted least square (WLS) results of

data set obtained by using this variance function model are used as a benchmar
against the results obtained through the LS method and the AQL method.

The last data point is outlying since its value in the reference method is alm

twice as large as any other in the data (see Figure 4.1). For this reason, thi

is not included in the analysis. Based on the data {y2}, the function g is give

g{ = 1.101225a:2.

Table 4.8 provides the parameter estimates for the model of this data from the

various methods. The main interest is not in these estimates but in the predic

intervals. Figure 4.2 is a plot of the 95% prediction intervals for the test m
using the LS method and the AQL method. The graph was obtained by plotting
the 95% prediction intervals as a function of the predictor Xi and connecting
points by a smooth line.
It is evident that intervals obtained from the AQL method do reflect on the

heteroscedasticity of the data whereas this is not the case for the intervals

by the LS method. This indicates that the convergence (4.21) can be used to dr
inferences on the parameter estimates of the AQL method.
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Figure 4.3 is a plot of the 95% prediction intervals for the test method using
the AQL method and the WLS method. The WLS method assumes the constant
coefficient of variation variance function model for the data. The prediction

obtained through these two methods reflect on the heteroscedasticity of the dat

The prediction intervals obtained through the WLS method are narrower than thos
obtained through the AQL method. The advantages of the AQL method over the
WLS method are discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.

Further discussions of these Examples

In Example 1, the variance of the error term was not constant and this invalida

the estimates obtained from the LS square method. Table 4.1 gives the parameter

estimates as well as their standard errors obtained through the LS method and t

AQL method. The AQL estimates are close to the true values of the parameters an

have smaller standard errors than the LS estimates. Table 4.2 gives the percen

of 99% confidence intervals that contain the true value of the parameters of th

simulated data. The confidence intervals are determined using the LS method and

the AQL method. The percentage of the intervals obtained through the AQL method

that contain the true values of the intercept (0O) and the slope (0X) are reaso
close to 99% whereas much fewer intervals (68% of them) obtained for the slope

via the LS method contain the true value. Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 give respecti
the percentages of 95%, 90% and 50% confidence intervals that contain the true

value of the parameters of the simulated data. Again, the percentages of interv
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that contain the true value of the parameter obtained through the AQL method a
reasonably close to the percentages of the confidence intervals whereas this

for intervals obtained through the LS method. Table 4.6 gives the percentages

cases in which the null hypothesis is not rejected in the testing of hypothes
for 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 levels of significance using the method given in

4.3.3. The percentage of cases in which the null hypothesis is true does corr
to the level of significance.

For the hormone assay data, the confidence intervals obtained for the predicti

using the AQL method reflect on the heteroscedasticity of the data whereas the
intervals obtained by the LS method do not. When the variance model can be

reasonably established, as is the case with this data, the WLS method is likel

produce more accurate results than the AQL method. The intervals obtained by t

WLS method (constant coefficient of variation model) are much narrower than th

ones obtained by AQL method (Figure 4.3). The advantage of the AQL method over

the WLS method is that it can be used in situations where the variance functio

models cannot be reasonably established such as when there is only one realis

of data. The parameter estimates obtained by the AQL estimates are closer to t

WLS estimates than are the LS estimates (see Table 4.8). This illustrates that

the presence of heteroscedasticity, the AQL method can provide better results
the LS method.

The results obtained from these examples assume the normality of the asymptoti

quasi score function. These results therefore verify the asymptotic normality
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asymptotic quasi-score function. In the absence of any knowledge of the error term,

it is possible to obtain good estimates through the AQL estimate. Reasonable results
can be obtained in hypothesis testing and confidence intervals through this method.
The determination of the function g that is used in the estimation of the conditional variance of the square of observations y2 is given in the next chapter.

Chapter 5
The variance function

5.1 Introduction

The function gt is of fundamental importance in the determination of the asym

quasi-likelihood estimate in linear models. As already mentioned, gt is a pred

process that is determined from the square of observations {y2}, and is used i

estimating the variance function in the expression \gt — f2(B)\- The estimation

the variance function in this form, though different from established procedu
does follow the same principle of determining the structure of the variances
function of predictors. Consider the model

yi = f(xi,B)-\-ei, i-l,2,---,n,

where yi is a response variable, Xi is a predictor variable, 9 is the paramete

interest, f(xi,9) is the function that gives the deterministic relationship b
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yi and a:,-, and e4- is the random error. The parameter 0 is estimated efficie

the LS method if et-, i = l,---,n are identically and independently distribut

with zero mean and constant variance. When the assumptions of constant variance

and/or normality are violated, an alternative to the LS procedure is required.

alternative is to use weighted least squares in which the variances and weight

based on replication, that is, taking m replicate responses at each design poi

and estimating the weights by the inverse of the sample variances. The drawback
of this method is that it does not give any information about the structure of

variances. The scenario in which the number of replicates m is small is very i

in practice since the sample variances based on small degrees of freedom are w
unstable and therefore introduce unnecessary variability into the problem. Of

the extra variability is largest when the number of replicates is small. The p

with taking a large number of replicates is that it restricts the number of de

points to be investigated. It is not necessary to take many replicates if it c
assumed that the variance function has some underlying smoothness (Carroll and

Ruppert, 1988). By viewing the estimation of variances as a form of regression,
is possible to analyse dispersion without insisting on replicates.
The basic idea behind the variance function estimation techniques is first to

eliminate the location effects by forming the residuals after an appropriate f
the mean (f(x,9)), followed by the computation of the normal-theory maximum-

likelihood estimate of the variance function by assuming that the residuals ar

responses and the means are all zero. There are many refinements to this concep
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which are designed to cope with specific features of the data. Carroll and Ruppert
(1988) have given a list of these methods and their refinements. All the methods
used in the determination of the variance function presuppose that the model of
the mean f(x,9) is substantially correct. Suppose, for example, that a covariate
contributes the term Pxi to the predictor of the mean, but P is small so that the

effect is judged insignificant. Its omission from the mean (f(x, 9)) may nonethele

produce fairly large values of (y — f(x; 9))2 at the ends of the z-scale and small
at the centre. This problem would be reflected in the variance function model as
has been mentioned by McCullagh and Nelder (1989). The method employed in the

estimation of variance function in the asymptotic quasi-likelihood method for line
models can eliminate this problem.

5.2 The variance function model

Many models have been proposed for the variance function. The objective is to have

simple models relating predictors, which might include the means, to the variances

One possibility is to model the logarithm of the variances as linear in predictors
Examples of this idea are numerous (see Box and Hill, 1974, Harvey, 1976, Just
and Pope, 1978, and Carroll and Ruppert, 1982). Another possibility is to model

the inverses of the variances or standard deviations to be linear in the predictor
For normally distributed data with known means, this is a canonical form for a

generalized linear model. Miiller and Zhao (1995) have given the following list of
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variance function models that generalize other models previously considered in the
literature:
• power of the mean model,

E(e2) = <r2[f(xi,9)]W
which has been referred to by Carroll and Ruppert (1988) and McCullagh and
Nelder (1989); .

• exponential variance model,
E(e2) = alexp[2Pf(xh9)}]

• polynomial variance model,
E(e2) = Po + Px [f(xi, 0)P + • • • + PP-x [f(xi, 0)p-1 ,
with known powers a; > 0, i = 1, • • • ,p;
where <7n is some positive constant.
The power of the mean model comprises of the Poisson and Gamma regression,

and the polynomial variance model contains the "constant coefficient of variation"
model E(e2) = ^[/(a^-, 0)]2, among other models discussed in McCullagh and Nelder

(1989). The estimation of the variance function naturally relies on the specificat
of the variance-mean relationship, and any mis-specification creates problems for
most variance function estimation techniques. The variance function model adopted

in the AQL approach generalizes, to a great extent, all the variance function mode
listed above.
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5.3 The AQL approach

In the adopted model for the asymptotic quasi-likelihood, the response is expresse
as
yt = ft(9)-r Mt, t = l,---,T (5.1)

where the predictable process ft(9) is linear in 0. Squaring the above model resul
in
y2 = f2(B) + 2ft(9)Mt + M2 = gt + et.

The above expression relates the function gt with the square of the responses {y2}
Taking conditional expectation of this function results in
E(y2\Tt-x) = f?(B) + E(M2\Tt-x) =gt + E(et\Tt-x) « gt-

Thus the function gt estimates the conditional expectation E(y2\Tt-x) if E(et\Tt-x)

is small. In doing so, it inadvertently estimates /2(0) and the conditional varian
of Mt- In an ideal situation, it is required that
gt = f2(B) + E(M2\Tt-x). (5.2)
This implies that
et = 2ftMt + M2 - E(M2\Tt-x). (5.3)
The function ft(B) that has been adopted is
ft(B) = 0o + Bxxxt + • • • + Bpxpt, (5.4)

where xn and 0; (i = 1,- • • ,p) are the predictor variables and the parameters of

interest respectively. Given the nature of the variance functions, it is conceivab
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that gt is a function of the powers of the predictor variables xn, i = 1, • • • ,p.
is usually the case. The function gt may also include variables that correspond to
time or spatial ordering of the data. The conditional expectation E(M2\Tt-x) is
estimated by

gt - im
which is ordinarily expected to be positive. The determination of gt may result in

negative values for gt — /2(0) for some values of t, t = 1, • • •, T. In the event t

this is the case, its absolute value \gt — f2(B)\ is considered. It has been shown t

one of the required conditions for the AQL estimate to be a consistent estimator as

well as for the asymptotic quasi-score function to converge to normality is that th
ratio
E(M2\Tt-x)

\9t-fW)V
has to be bounded by two positive numbers. This condition is very weak and

easily enforced. The only situation in which this condition is not satisfied is whe

\gt — f2(0)\ is zero for some values of t 6 (1, • • • , T). When this occurs, an AQL

estimate can still be obtained by adding a small constant c to \gt — ff(0)\, that is
E(M2\Tt-x) is estimated by
\9t~ft(B)\+c. (5.5)
The constant c also eliminates the problem of lack of convergence when obtaining

the AQL estimate iteratively. The initial value of constant c is a hundredth of the
scale used for the data. If convergence still fails, the initial value of constant
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doubled. If convergence still fails for a third time, the second value is also dou
This process is continued until convergence eventually occurs.When the constant

c is so large as to dominate \gt — /2(0)| for t = 1, • • • ,T, then the resultant AQL
estimate is very close to the LS estimate.

5.4 Determination of gt

Given the nature of the variance functions proposed in the literature, the functio
gt is expressed as a linear function of the powers of the predictor variables xn,
1, • • • ,p, in (5.4). Suppose that p = 1 so that

ft(0) = 0O-r 0xxt, t = l,---,T. (5.6)

Then the function gt is given by
gt = Po + Pixt -r P2X2 + • • • + Pqx\, (5.7)
for some integer q > 0, where p0,---Pq are some constants. This approach incorporates to a great extent the power of the mean variance function model, the
polynomial variance function model and to a less extent the exponential variance
function model. The incorporation of the exponential variance function model is
due to the expansion
00

xk

exp(x) = E TJfc=o *"
For the case where p = 1, the function gt is determined by a LS fit on the model
y2 = p0 + Pxxt + P2x2t + • • • + Pqx\ + et
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In general, the lowest order polynomial that adequately describes the data {y2} is
fitted. There is danger of overfitting. Adding higher-order polynomial terms that
not really improve the fit but increases the complexity of the model might damage

its usefulness. In the case where p > 1, all the cross-product terms of the powers
the predictor variables have to be taken into account too.
The selection of an appropriate gt for a given data set is based on a graphical
method as well as a chi-squared statistic test for nonconstant variance. The plot
of "studentized residuals" against fitted values obtained through the AQL method

using the appropriate gt should exhibit constant variance. The chi-squared statist

is used to detect nonconstant variance on these "studentized residuals". Details o
these procedures are given in the following subsections.

5.4.1 The graphical method
A graphical method of determining the appropriate gt for a given model is based
on a plotting technique derived from the Studentized residuals given in Cook and
Weisberg (1982). The linear model (5.1) can be given in the vector form as

Y = X0-\-M (5.8)

where Y is the Txl vector of observations, X is the T x p design matrix and M
is the Txl vector of martingale differences. Let Xx be the T xp matrix whose ith
row is the ith row of the matrix X divided by \gt — /2(0)|, t = 1, • • •, T. Then the
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AQL estimate can be represented by

BT = (X'^Y1 X[Y.
A

The predicted value vector is Y = X 9 T = HY, where

H = X (X[X)~l X[

is the T x T hat matrix with elements (hij). The individual residuals are given by
Mt = yt — ft(Br), t — 1, • • •, T, and have mean zero and variances estimated by

var(Mt) = (1- htt)2(\gt - f2(BT)\) + £(ls* -

/2(*T)|)/»?*.
k?t

(5.9)

The appropriate gt is the one in which the plot of fitted values

/<(0T)

against

residuals standardized for their variances

Mt = , M\ (5.10)
^var(Mt)

has an approximate rectangular shape. Although expression (5.10) is different from
the studentized residuals given in Cook and Weisberg (1982), it does nevertheless

follow the same concept. The residuals (5.10) will hereafter be referred to as the

studentized residuals. An Splus program that provides a plot for the fitted values
versus the studentized residuals is given in section A.2 of the appendix.

Example
Consider the hormone assay data given in Example 2 of Chapter 4. The objective
is to fit a linear regression model

E(yi) = Po + PxXi,

i = 1, • •n•,
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using the AQL method, where yt represents the test method measurements and x{
represents the reference method measurements. Three competing function g's with
the appropriate constant c (as given in equation (5.5)) for the estimation of the
regression parameters using the AQL method are:
flfit = 21.59 - 7.18a-; + 1.31a-2 c = 10.24
g2i = -12.70 + 1.116a,? c = 2.56
gzi = l.lOx? c = 0.
Table 5.1 gives the AQL estimates obtained by using
the above functions. There is substantial variation among these estimates empha-

sizing the need of selecting the appropriate function g. The plots for the Studentize

residuals against the fitted values for these functions are given in Figures 5.1 to 5
Figure 5.1 indicates that the variance of Mi increases sharply from the fitted
value 0 to the fitted value 7 and then remains roughly constant thereafter. Figure
5.2 also indicates that the variance of M,- increases sharply from the fitted value
0 to the fitted value 6, and then remains roughly constant thereafter. Figure 5.3
indicates that the variance of Mi is roughly constant. Based on these plots, it is

evident that gzi is the most appropriate for this data. A further confirmation of thi
is that the AQL estimates obtained by using g& are closer to the WLS estimates
of the constant coefficient of variation variance function model than are the AQL
estimates obtained by using gxi and g2i (see Tables 4.8 and 5.1).
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Table 5.1: Parameter estimates for the different function g's

Function

p\

p\

9ii

-0.41

1.00

92i

-0.33

0.99

9zi

-0.18

0.98

Figure 5.1: Studentized residuals againstfittedvalues for gn
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Figure 5.2: Studentized residuals against fitted values for g2i
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Figure 5.3: Studentized residuals against fitted values for gzi
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5.4.2 A diagnostic for nonconstant variance
In this subsection, a diagnostic for nonconstant variance is used as a basis

the best gt for a given data set. The diagnostic is based on a chi-squared tes

The test is done under the assumption that (5.10) are independent and normally

distributed. This assumption is similar to the one imposed on the error term i

the analysis of linear regression models using the LS method. In the following

proposition, it shall be shown that the central limit theorem for martingales

for the sum of an equivalent expression of the studentized residuals (5.10) u
very weak conditions.

Proposition 3 Define

Mt = -7ML= t = l,---T,
\JvarMt
where Mt is given in model (5.1). The variable
ETt=xMt d,

N(0,1)

as

T->oo

if the following conditions hold:
1.

T T M2
lim U=lMt
-+ 1,
T->00
T
and

2. for any 0 < e < I, there exists a real number k > 0 and a positive intege
such that for any T > T0
Mt

P

max

<k\ > 1-e,

V t<T J'S
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where 0 < S < 1/2.

Remark: The conditions in the above proposition are fairly weak and hold for
almost all situations. The proof of this proposition follows directly as a 1-dimensional
case of Theorem 9 in Chapter 4.
Proof: Define

v =A
T t

'

J'l/2"

N o w for some 1 < 5 < T

E±vh <

E*TLrlE W)
EJ2V , =
T
t=i
2

=1

1

t=i

This implies that {Et=x ^T,t}1<s<T

1S a

zero-mean square-integrable martingale array.

B y the second condition in the proposition, for T > T0,

f(^K,|<^)>l-This implies that
maxt<T\VT,t\ A 0

(5.11)

Second, from the first condition of the proposition,
T

V

yr2

T
1

t=\

and third,
T
/
\
E (m?V?,t) < Ejyi

TT M2
= E^-L
= 1.

(5.13)

By theorems 3.2 and 3.3 of Hall and Heyde (1980), equations (5.11),
(5.13) imply that
E

^=lV^4iV(0,l).

{ElxVit}
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From the first condition of the proposition, this implies that

%^-*JV(0,l),
that is
y^T

TUT

^=-^4tf(<U).

(5-14)

The above relation is valid under the assumption that Mt are normally distribu
with mean 0 and variance 1. In a practical situation, Mt is estimated by Mt-

When E(M2\Tt-x) is not a constant for each t, this conditional variance is lik

to depend on the values of one or more of the predictor variables in the func
ft(B) or on additional relevant quantities such as time or spatial ordering.

determination of a proper gt for a given data set therefore relies in the iden
of these quantities.

The test of the appropriateness of a given gt for a particular data set is bas

the diagnostic for nonconstant variance given by Cook and Weisberg (1983). The

basic idea is to convert the constant variance assumption into a testable par

hypothesis. This requires the specification of the form that the variance will
when it is not a constant.
Suppose that var(Mt) depends on an unknown vector parameter A and a known

vector zt that may be different for each t. The quantity zt may be a vector of

powers of a subset of predictor variables in the model that have not been use

the current function gt. The quantity zt may also include variables with addit

relevant quantities such as time or spatial ordering that have not been inclu
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the current gt. Given zt, it is assumed that
var(Mt) = a2exp(X'zt), where a2 > 0. (5.15)
The above expression indicates that Mt satisfies the conditions:
A

• var(Mt) > 0;
A

• variance of Mt depends on zt and A but only through X'zt;
A

• var(Mt) is monotonic, either increasing or decreasing, in each component of
zt\

• if A = 0, then var(Mt) = a2 for all t.

The results of Chen (1983) suggest that the tests described here are not very sen
to the exact functional form used in (5.15) as long as Mt satisfies the conditions
listed above.
Let W be a T x T diagonal matrix with elements wt = exp(\'zt), t = 1, • • •, T.
Assuming that Mt are normally distributed with zero mean and variance o-2wt, the
test for nonconstant variance is equivalent to testing the hypothesis A = 0. The

following steps for such a test are derived from steps of a similar test of detec
heteroscedasticity in regression models given by Cook and Weisberg (1983).
1. Compute the regression of Y on all the X's in the model by the AQL method
A

using the current gt. Save the studentized residuals Mt.
2. Let U be a vector of dimension T with elements ut = Mt/a2, where cr2 =
J2 M2/T is the maximum likelihood estimate of cr2.
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3. Suppose zt has m components. Let D be the T xm matrix with ith row given
by z't, where zt represents dw(zt, X)/d\j (j = 1, • • •, m) evaluated at A = 0.

4. Compute the T xm matrix

D = D- ll'D/T

which is obtained from D by subtracting the column averages, that is, 11'
represents a T x T matrix of l's.

5. Compute the statistic

S = l-U'D^'DY^'U
LJ

assuming that D is of full rank. This test cannot be used if D is not of full

rank. Computationally, S is a half of the sum of squares for the regression of ut
on zt with an intercept included. Under the hypothesis A = 0, the asymptotic
distribution of S is central chi-squared with m degrees of freedom.

An Splus program that computes the statistic S for a given gt is given in section
A.3 of the appendix.
For the model

Vt = ft(B) + Mt = B0 + 9xxlt + • • • + 9pxpt + Mt,

where xn are the predictor variables and 0; are the parameters of interest (t =

1, • • •, T; i = 1, • • •, p), the AQL estimate coincides with the LS estimate (

the ML estimate) if E(M?\Tt-x) = cr2, a constant, and gt = /2(0) + cr2. A starting
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point in identifying heteroscedasticity is to assume that E(M2\Tt-x) = cr2. In
case, the AQL estimate of 0 is given by

9T = (X,X)~1X'Y

from the vector form of the model 5.8. The studentized residuals are then give

where hu is the ith diagonal element of the matrix H = X(X'X)~1X' and a2 =

Et=x(l/t—ft(B))2/(T—p). A stepwise method for the determination of an appropri
gt is summarized as follows

1. Let the initial gt be /2(0) + <r2 by assuming that E(M2\Tt-x) = cr2, a consta
This implies that the AQL estimate coincides with the LS estimate 9LS- Obtain

the LS estimate of 0. Plot the graph of the studentized residuals (5.16) again

the fitted values ft(9Ls)- If this plot is reasonably rectangular in shape, th

the variance is homoscedastic and the LS estimate is a good estimator of 0. If
not, continue to the next stage.

2. Let zt, t = 1, • • •, T be a vector of the predictor variables Xxt, • • •,
may also include variables that relate to time and spatial ordering depending
on the nature of the data and suspected cause of heteroscedasticity. Use the
nonconstant variance diagnostic described earlier to test the hypothesis of
whether or not Mt = yt — ft(BLs) has constant variance or not. This involves
carrying out the steps in the nonconstant variance diagnostic on Mt rather
than Mt- If Mt is found not to have constant variance, move to the next step.
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3. Let the new gt be the most significant LS fit of y2 on the predictor variable
in f2(B), that is on the variables

2
2
2
XtiX2ti " ' i Xpf! xXtX2t, XxtXzt, • • , X(p-x)txpt,

X

as well as all the variables in the vector zt in the previous step. This is a
reasonable way of determining gt since gt » /t2(0) + E(M2\Tt-x) as shown in
(5.2).

4. Obtain the AQL estimate of 0 using this gt. Plot the graph of the studentized

residuals (5.10) versus the fitted values /i(0r). If this plot is reasonably rec

angular in shape, then this gt is appropriate for this data. If not, continue to
next stage.

5. Obtain a vector of variables zt, (i = 1, • • •, T), whose variables are most
the cause of the heterogeneity that have not been included in the current gt.
The variables in zt may be the predictor variables in higher powers than given
in the current gt. Use the nonconstant variance diagnostic described earlier
A

to test the hypothesis of whether Mt has constant variance or not. If Mt is
found to have nonconstant variance, move back to step 3.

Example

The data in this example is given in Cook and Jacobsen (1978). Prior to the expe

iment that resulted in this data, aerial survey methods were used to estimate th
number of snow geese in their summer range areas east of Hudson Bay in Canada.
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To obtain the estimates, a small aircraft would be flown over the range and an ex-

perienced person would estimate the number of geese in each flock of geese spotted.

The following experiment was carried out to investigate the reliability of this met
of counting. An airplane carrying two observers flew over n = 45 flocks, and each
observer made an independent estimate of the number of birds in each flock. Also,
a photograph of the flock was taken so that an exact count of birds in the flock
could be made. For the purposes of this example, only the results of one observer
are considered. The data are given in Table 5.2. This experiment is also given as
exercise 4.6 in Weisberg (1985).
The relationship of y = photo count and x = observer count appears to be linear

though suffers from some heteroscedasticity as seen in the scatter plot (Figure 5.4
Thus it is reasonable to assume that

yi = 0o + Bxx{ + Mi i = 1, • • •, n,

where M; is the error term. The search for the appropriate function g for this data
involved going through the following functions g^s in the given order:
^• = /2(0) + *2 c = 0,
g2i = -12450.61 + 450.00a;; - 0.32a;2 c = 5242.88,
gzi = 11948.62 - 520.36a;; + 6.36a;? - 0.01a;? c = 2621.44.
The function gXi is based on the assumption that E(Ml\Tt-x) = cr2 and the resulting
estimator is the same as the LS estimate. The first step was to establish whether
or not Mi = yi — fi(BLs) has constant variance. Making the variable Zi = a;,-, the
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Figure 5.4: S n o w geese data: Scatter plot
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Figure 5.5: Snow data: Studentized residuals for function gzi
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Table 5.2: Snow geese data
Photo

Observer

Photo

Observer

Photo

Observer

count count count count count count

56

50

38

25

25

30

48

35

38

25

22

20

22

12

42

34

34

20

14

10

30

25

9

10

18

15

25

20

62

40

26

30

88

75

56

35

11

9

66

55

42

30

30

25

90

40

119

75

165

100

152

150

205

120

409

250

342

500

200

200

73

50

123

75

150

150

70

50

90

50

110

75

95

150

57

40

43

25

55

100

325

200

114

60

83

40

91

35

56

20

Table 5.3: S n o w geese data: Determining the appropriate gi

Function g variables in Zi Statistic S P-value
gxi x{ 81.41 0.0000
g2i xz{ 5.29 0.0214
gzi xj 0.98 0.3222
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Table 5.4: Snow geese data: Parameter estimates

Method 0O 0j
LS 26.65 0.88
WLS 9.22 1.13
AQL 9.58 1.20

statistic S was found to be highly significant. T h e next function g2i was therefore

a LS fit of yf on the variables Xi and a;?. By selecting Zi = a;?, the hypothesis o
A

constant variance for Mi obtained from the model by using the A Q L estimates of
g2i was found not tenable at 5% level of significance. The third function gzi was

therefore a LS fit of y2 on a;;, a;? and a;?. By setting Z{ — xf, the hypothesis of
A

constant variance for M ; obtained from the model by using the A Q L estimates of gzi
was found to hold at 5% level of significance. A summary of these steps are given
in Table 5.3.
The graph of the studentized residuals against fitted values (Figure 5.5) for the

function g3i though ambiguous, is the best that can be found for this dataset among

the prevailing function g^s. Weisberg (1985) suggested that one way to stabilize th
variance of this data was to assume var(Mi) = Xicr2. For comparison purposes the
weighted least square (WLS) estimates for the regression parameters were worked
out by making this assumption. The parameter estimates for WLS, LS and AQL
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methods are given in Table 5.4. The AQL estimates are quite close to the WLS
estimates whereas the LS estimates are fairly different.

5.4.3 Other methods of determining the function gt
It may also be possible to determine gt by autoregressive methods. The response yt
should be stochastic in nature. The best gt is chosen on the basis of the modified
Box-Pierce x2 statistic of time series models. The equivalent form of studentized

residuals can still be used to assess the suitability of the function gt. Biondini,
and Mvoi (1998) have provided the following criteria for selecting the appropriate
gt for such data:
• Examine the time series plot of gt and y2 and select gt that is close to y2.

• Examine the stationarity of et (where et = y2 - gt) and select the gt which
gives a stationary et. The correlation of gt and et should not be very large.

From (5.2), the ideal gf is

gt = f?(B) + E(M?\Tt-x)

so that
£t

= 2ft(0)Mt + M2-E(M2\Tt-x)

which is not always stationary. This creates a handicap in the selection of gt on t
basis of the stationarity of et.
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Nonparametric methods for stochastic processes such as the Window and fc-NN
autoregressive methods in Collomb (1985) and the kernel estimation methods in

Bosq (1996) have had little success in the determination of gt. This may be becau

in general, the parametric methods are more efficient that the nonparametric ones
Another reason may be because the nonparametric methods require more stringent
rules such as strict stationarity.

5.5 Examples of simulated data

The purpose of the following examples is to illustrate that \gt — f2(B)\ adequatel
estimates the variance functions commonly encountered in the literature and the

resulting AQL estimates are good estimators of the parameters of linear models. T

methods of determining the best gt described in the previous sections are employe
in these examples. Data are simulated for the model

yt = 0o + 01xt + Mt, i = l,---,T

where E(M2\Tt-x) takes the form of the variance function models listed in section
5.2.
Example 1
In this example the variance of Mt is modeled as a power of the mean, that is Mt
is normally distributed with mean equal to 0 and variance given by /2(0), where
ft(0) = 0O + 0ia;f. The value of the parameters are 0O = 0.2 and 0i = 0.8. Thirty

samples of size 200 each were simulated for these values. Parameter estimates wer
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obtained from LS, AQL and WLS methods. The weights used in the WLS method

were modeled according to the power of the mean variance function that was use

in the generation of this data set. The results of this example are given in T
5.5.

Example 2

In this example the variance of Mt is modeled as an exponential of the mean, th

Mt is normally distributed with mean equal to 0 and variance given by ea;p(O.2/
where ft(9) = 0o + 0xXt- The value of the parameters are 0o = 0.2 and 0i = 2.
samples of size 200 each were simulated for these values. Parameter estimates
obtained from LS, AQL and WLS methods. The weights used in the WLS method

were modeled according to the exponential variance function that was used in t

generation of this data set. The results of this example are given in Table 5.

Example 3

In this example the variance of Mt is modeled as a polynomial of the mean, that

is normally distributed with mean equal to 0 and variance given by 0.01 + O.5/
O.5/2(0)xt, where ft(0) - 0o + 0i- The value of the parameters are 0O = 0.2 and

0! = 0.8. Thirty samples of size 200 each were simulated for these values. Par
estimates were obtained from LS, AQL and WLS methods. The weights used in the

WLS method were modeled according to the polynomial variance function that was

used in the generation of this data set. The results of this example are given

Table 5.7.
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Table 5.5: Power of the mean variance function model
Method 0O (st.er) 0X (st. er)
LS 2.0178 (1.3640) 0.7851 (0.0208)
WLS 0.0432 (0.1448) 0.8117 (0.0104)
AQL 0.1461 (0.1948) 0.8074 (0.0108)

Table 5.6: Exponential variance function model

Method 0O (st.er) 0X (st. er)
LS 0.7162 (0.3281) 1.9361 (0.0533)
WLS 0.1746 (0.0504) 2.0133 (0.0150)
AQL 0.0267 (0.0747) 2.0259 (0.0212)

Table 5.7: Polynomial variance function model

Method 0O (st.er) 0i (st. er)
LS 1.4909 (0.9691) 0.7894 (0.0148)
WLS 0.0232 (0.1398) 0.8100 (0.0080)
AQL 0.1001 (0.1597) 0.8064 (0.0079)
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Discussion

In the three examples listed, the LS method is not appropriate because the var

of the models are heteroscedastic in nature. This is reflected by the fact tha

estimates of the simulated data are very far from the true values of the param

The LS estimates also have the highest standard errors. The weights used in the
WLS method were modeled according to the true variance functions used in the

simulation of the data. Under these circumstances, the WLS estimates are the b
that can be obtained for this data. The AQL estimates for the three scenarios

provide reasonable estimates and the standard errors for these estimates are o
marginally higher than the standard errors of the WLS estimates.
These examples illustrate that the method adopted in the AQL method of es-

timating variance functions does encompass a wide variety of variance function

Although the WLS method is slightly superior to the AQL method, this is only so

when the exact form of the variance function is known and when there is enough

to estimate these functions. The mis-specification of the variance function wo

undoubtedly result in poor WLS estimates. In the AQL method, the variance func-

tion is estimated in a general way that incorporates the variance functions th
commonly encountered in practical situations and therefore reduces the danger

great extent of mis-specification of the variance function. In this respect, t
method is superior to the WLS method. Thus, the AQL method makes it possible
to estimate good parameter estimates for linear models when the nature of the
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term is unknown.
The next chapter deals with practical situations in which the AQL method can
be applied.

Chapter 6

Applications in linear regression
and experimental designs

6.1 Introduction
A general assumption when modeling data is that, in the absence of randomness or
error, a response y can be predicted from a predictor x through the deterministic
relationship
V = f(x,B), (6.1)

where 0 is a regression parameter. The relation (6.1) is often a theoretical model,
either biological or physical in nature, but it may as well be an empirical model

seems to work well in practice; for example a linear regression model. In either ca
the system is completely specified once 0 is determined.
Observed data almost never fit a model exactly in practice, so the. parameter 9
128
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cannot be determined exactly. Even when the relationship (6.1) holds exactly, the
response y or the predictor x can only be observed with error. In most statistical
analysis, as in the case of the AQL method, it is assumed that the predictor x
is measured accurately, but given a value of x, the relationship with the observed

response y is not deterministic. This is partly due to measurement error in y. Lack

of determinism may also be due to the fact that the physical process that generated
an observation y from x was not deterministic, or may be caused by a slight misspecification of the model or the exclusion of other predictors from the model.
When the model is correctly specified, the next important thing is to understand
the variability of the response. Efficient estimation of the unknown parameter 0
requires knowledge of the error structure. In the AQL method described thus far,

the structure of the errors is established with little or no replication and is tak
into account in the determination of the AQL estimate of the parameter 0. This is
for the case when the relation (6.1) is linear in 0.
The application of linear models is wide and varied and can broadly be di-

vided into two categories, namely, linear regression models and design of experimen
models. Linear regression is the study of linear relationships between measurable

variables. The reasons for fitting linear regression models are as varied as the ap
cations, but most common reasons are descriptions of relationships and prediction
of future values.
Design of experiments models involve a test or tests in which purposeful changes
are made to the input variables of a process so that the changes in the output
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process can be observed and identified. Experimental design methods have broad
applications in many disciplines.
The AQL method therefore has a wide applicability in linear models. The AQL
method is particularly useful in situations where the structure of the error term
of a linear model is difficult to determine. This occurs when there are few or no
replications in each design point.

6.2 Linear regression models
The classical regression model makes four basic assumptions, namely,

1. E(yi) = f(x{,0), » = l,---,n;
2- yi - f(xi, 0) = e{, Var(Vi) = Var(ei) = a2 i = 1, • • •, n;

3. the errors et- have the same distribution for each given value of a;;;

4. given Xi, the errors e; are independently distributed.

Assumption 3 implies assumption 2 but are both listed here because in some situations, only 2 is assumed. The parameter 0 is often estimated by the LS method. The
motivation of this is that the LS method provides good estimates when the above

assumptions are satisfied. Inferences on the parameter 0, such as tests of hypothes
and confidence intervals, are made on the assumption that the errors are normally
distributed. This leads to the fifth assumption that the errors are normally dis-
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tributed. When the assumptions of the classical regression model are not satis
alternative ways of analyzing regression data should be sought and applied.
When the errors have nonconstant variance, efficient estimators of 0 can still
be obtained by the weighted least squares (WLS) method. The WLS procedure is

carried out after weights or variances at each design point a;; are estimated.

of estimating these weights is by using the sample variances of replicate resp

at each design point a;;. The problem with estimating the weights in this mann

that it requires a fairly large number of replicates in each design point a;;.
way of estimating the weights is by modeling the variance as a smooth function

the predictors X{ or of the mean f(xi, 0). The problem of estimating weights i

a way is that any mis-specification of the variance function would lead to wron
estimates. These problems have been discussed in Chapter 5.
In the AQL method, weaker assumptions are made on the linear regression model.

The errors are required to be uncorrelated and not necessarily independently di
tributed. The variance of each design point X{ is estimated by a function that

encompasses a wide variety of variance functions encountered in the literature
danger of mis-specifying the variance function is therefore greatly minimized
case. Therein lies the advantage of the AQL method. The AQL method is appli-

cable in all linear regression models and is particularly useful in models whe

error term exhibits nonconstant variance and the variance structure is unknown.
A number of examples in which the error term of a regression model has noncon-

stant variance or its variance structure is unknown, have been presented in th
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vious chapters. Another example is the estimation of the Hurst parameter H using

the rescaled adjusted range (R/S) procedure. The Hurst parameter is a measure of

intensity of self-similarity of a particular time series. Fractional autoregressi

grated moving average or fractional autoregressive moving average ARIMA (p, d, q

processes (with 0 < d < 0.5) are examples of second-order self-similar processes

self-similarity parameter H = c? + 0.5. The rescaled range (R/S) method was firs
introduced by Hurst (1965). The range R(m) is defined by

R(m) = max £(^ - Y(m)) - mm £(*• ~ Y(m))t
—

m

j=x

—

m

j=i

where Yj is the variable of interest, m is the time-span considered and Y(m) is t
mean (E™=x X/)/m- The standard deviation, denoted by S(m), is defined by
1

1

-T.{yi-y^))-

0

S(m) =
\

The use of the dimensionless R/S ratio allows observed ranges of various phenome
to be compared over long time periods. Hurst observed the relation
E (R(m)/S(m)) = cm11, as m -»• oo,

in which H is the Hurst parameter (0 < H < 1) and c is a finite positive constan
that does not depend on the time span m. Taking logarithms of both sides of the
rescaled range results in
log (R(m)/S(m)) = c + Hlog(m) + e(m).

The logarithm of the rescaled range is then plotted as a function of the time-sc
index log(m). The estimated slope H is typically obtained by the LS method al-
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though the variance of e(m) may not be constant. Simulation studies by Biondini
and Lin (1997) have shown that the AQL method provides better estimates of the
Hurst parameter in fractional ARIMA (p, d, q) models than the LS method.

6.3 Design of Experiment Models
Comparison of treatment effects in an experiment is usually done through analysis
of variance under the assumption that the errors are normally and independently

distributed with zero mean and constant variance. The hypothesis tests carried out
using the AQL method do not require that the variances of the error be constant.
It has already been illustrated in a number of examples that the AQL method is

applicable in linear regression. The application of the AQL method in experimental

design or analysis of variance models should be straight-forward but a cursory gla
at how the function g is determined indicates that this may not be the case. The

function g has already been shown to play a central role in the determination of A

parameter estimates in linear models. In the following subsections, the applicatio
of this method in various analysis of variance models is demonstrated.

6.3.1 One-way analysis of variance model

Suppose in a given experiment, there are treatments or different levels of a singl

factor that need to be compared and further suppose that the treatment effects are
fixed. Let the experiment consist of a treatments each of which are replicated n
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times in the experiment. The observed response from each of the a treatments is a
random variable. The jth observation in the ith treatment is given in the model

yij = p + n + Eij i - 1, • • *, a; j = 1, • • •, n, (6.2)

where p, is the overall mean, r; is the ith treatment effect, e^- is the random erro
component. The usual objective is to test an appropriate hypothesis about the

treatment effects and also to estimate these effects. This model is also known as t
fixed effects model.
Obtaining estimates of the parameters of model (6.2) via the AQL method requires the determination of the function g. Model (6.2) can be rewritten in the
form
yij = fi + XxjTx + X2jT2 H

r

XajTa + Cy,

where for each y^,
1 if k = i
xkj = I

, i,k = l,---,a; j = 1, ••• ,n.

I 0 otherwise
By the convention already established here, the function g should be determined by

a LS fit on the square of observations y?- on the powers of the predictor variables
xkj,k = l,---,a;j = l,...,n. Since xkj,k = l,---,a;j = l,...,n are dummy

variables taking values 0 or 1, determining function g in this manner is similar to
obtaining the LS parameter estimates of the model

y% = V* + r* + e{j, i = 1, • • •, a-j = 1, • • •, n, (6.3)
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« = 1, •'',«; j = 1, n.

(6.4)

so that
9ij = V* + r*,

Thus, function g is simply thefittedvalues of a one-way analysis of variance model

in which the response variable is the square of observations y?-. To obtain the AQ
estimate of the parameters in model (6.2), it must be taken into account that no
unique solution exists for the parameters p,n,... ,ra, and the restriction

I> = 0

(6.5)

i=i

is usually imposed, so that ra = — E1=\ Ti- Define

Tx
and

0 =

fij(9) = \i + r{, i = 1, • • •, a; j = 1, • • •, n.

V r-1 /
T h e A Q L estimate of 0 is the root of the asymptotic quasi-score function
» n f..f..
2^2^

f2

-u'

(6.6)

where fy is a a x 1 vector with the first entry /^ = 1 and the (i+l)th entry /§+1)
and the remainder of the entries being zero for j = 1, • • •, n and i = 1, • • •,
and41) = land/i)) = -l,A; = 2,---a;i = l,---,n.
The AQL estimates coincide with the LS estimates. This becomes apparent by
rewriting Model (6.2) into the form

yij = xxjfix + a:2^2 -\

h xajpa + Uj,
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j = 1, • • • ,n, where a;^- are d u m m y variables and pi = p. + Ti, i

1, • • • ,a. In this case

^i

fij(0) = pi,i = !,••-, a; j = 1,n

y^tt y
and /ij is a (a x 1) vector with the iih. entry 1 while the rest of the entries are zeros.
The AQL estimate of 0 is

fix
a

<r->n

Ei=x 2^j=x

- I2^i=i2^i=ia,._^(e)

fijMij
gi-ff\e)

V^° /
\-

91-fHfi)

o

0

o

92-rm

9a-/2(«)

\
where g{ =

x

/

\

En

V2j

\ i=l
^ J ' =1 0«-/o2W /

/

= y? + rf is given in (6.4) and /;(0) = /„ = /x,-, » = 1, • • •, a. This

gij

implies that the AQL estimate of m is
Ej-x y^

-,

m=

» = !,-••, a-

n

From the restriction (6.5), the A Q L estimates of fi and n are respectively
Ei=X Vi Ei=X Ej=X yij
fl =

a

na

and
A

A

n = pi - p =

E]=x y^

Ei=x Ej=i yjj

n

na

* = i,••• . a .
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which coincide with the LS estimates.
Carrying out an analysis of variance requires the model errors to be normally
and independently distributed with mean zero and constant variance. The variance
is thus assumed to be the same within all the treatments. As has already been
shown in Chapter 4, hypotheses tests using the AQL method do not require the
errors of the model to have constant variance. The variance of the error term in
ith. factor level E(efj) is estimated by

9j-%=V* + T*-(p + Ti)2,

where ft* and f* are the LS estimates of the parameters in model (6.3) and ft and
Ti are the LS estimates of model (6.2). This implies that

A* + f* =

5k^

^ +

and

'

Ti

n

= ?kM.
n

Therefore
2 i „

E(e%)
"%3>

EU y?i (EUyA
n

\

n

2

)

.. EUiviJ-Vif
n

where y; = E"=x yij/n- Thus, in the AQL method, the variance of the error term in
the zth treatment is estimated by the sample variance of the observations in the
treatment with the only difference being the divisor of n rather than n-l.

The mean of the ith treatment is E(yi) = pi = v + n; i = 1, • • •, a. To test for
the equality of means, the following hypothesis needs to be tested:

H0 : px = V2 = • • • = Va against
Hx : Vi ¥" Vi f°r a^ least

one

Pa^r (}i3)
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This is equivalent to testing the hypothesis
Ho : Tx = r2 — • • • = ra = 0 against
Hx : Ti ^ 0 for at least one i.
Define
/

\

(

Tx
\

°)

and 0To =

KT-1 i

•

v%

From (4.27) in Chapter 4,
0TAN(O,A{(GT(0T)Y1A',

where 0T is the AQL estimate of 0 and A is a (a — 1) x a matrix su

A9 = 9T.
The test of equality of treatment effects involves testing
H0 : 0T = 0TO against
Hx '- 9T ^ 0To,
which requires the computation of the statistic
2
X Q

= (§r - 9TJ {AZ(GT(9T)YlA}~1 (Br - BT0),

where 0T is the AQL estimate of 0T. Under the null hypothesis, this

the chi-squared (x2_i) distribution with a - 1 degrees of freedom.

the null hypothesis is rejected at the a level of significance. An
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Table 6.1: Peak Discharge Data
Estimation
Method Observations
1 0.34 0.12 1.23 0.70 1.75 0.12
2 0.91 2.94 2.14 2.36 2.86 4.55
3 6.31 8.37 9.75 6.09 9.82 7.24
4 17.15 11.82 10.95 17.20 14.35 16.82

that gives the parameter estimates as well as the chi-squared statistic for hypoth-

esis testing of a one-way analysis of variance model is given in section A.4 of the
appendix.
Example

A civil engineer is interested in determining whether four different methods of estimating flood flow frequency produce equivalent estimates of peak discharge when
applied to the same watershed. Each procedure is used six times on the watershed,

and the resulting discharge data (in cubic feet per second) are shown in Table 6.1.
The data in this example is given by Montgomery (1991).
This data can be represented by model (6.2) where the number of treatments
a = 4 and the number of replications n = 6. As has been mentioned earlier, the
AQL estimates coincide with the LS estimates. The parameters estimates for this
example are ft = 6.4975, fi = -5.7875, f2 = -3.8675, f3 = 1.4325 and f4 = 8.2225.
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Figure 6.1: Peak data: Plot of residuals against fitted values
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The plot of residuals y^ — (ft, + Ti) versus fitted values, given in Figure 6.1, has
an outward opening funnel shape indicating that the variance of the error is not
constant. Thus, hypothesis tests using the usual analysis of variance may not be
valid since the constant variance assumption does not hold. One course of action
would be to find a transformation that stabilizes the variance such as the method
given by Box and Cox (1964). Alternatively, the analysis can be carried out using
the AQL method since it does not require the variance to be constant.
The function g for this data set is constructed as shown in equation (6.4). The

plot of studentized residuals, as defined in (5.10), against the fitted values is giv
in Figure 6.2. The studentized residuals exhibit constant variance. Therefore, the

function g used here is appropriate for the data. To test for the equality of treatme
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Figure 6.2: Peak data: Plot of Studentized residuals againstfittedvalues
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effects results in a chi-squared statistic of value 694.7048 which is highly significant
(say, at 0.1 percent level of significance) for the \2 distribution with 3 degrees of

freedom. The results of this analysis indicate that there is a difference in the mean
peak discharge estimates given by the four procedures.

6.3.2

Multi-factor experimental design models

The application of the AQL method in experimental designs with more than a
single factor is simply an extension of the theory given in the previous subsection.
To illustrate this, consider a two factor experiment, with factors A and B. The

observed response at the ith (i = 1, • • •, a) level of factor A, jth level (j = 1, •
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of factor B and kth replication (k = 1, • • •, n) is given by

yijk = v + n + Pj + (TPY + tijk, (6.7)

where p is the overall mean, T; is the effect of the ith level of factor A, Pj is
effect of the jth level of factor B, (rP)ij is the interaction effect of between
Pj, and e^k is the random error component. Function g is derived from the model

yh = v* + r? + ft + Cr*/?*)* + *;* , x
(6.8)
* = l,---,a;j = l,---,b;k = !,••• ,n,
so that
9ijk=ff + T?+Pl + {T*F)ij. (6.9)

The parameters p*, r*, pj and (r*P*)ij (i = l,---,a;j = 1, • • • ,b) are estimat
using the LS method. To estimate the parameters of model (6.7), the following
restrictions are imposed:

^2,Ti = 0 which implies that Ta = — Ert- (6.10)
i=i

«=i

6 6-1

£

p- = 0

which implies that fa = - £ Pj

j=i

(6.11)

i=i

tt-1

a

J2(TP)ij = 0;j = l,---,b which implies

(r/?)ai = - £(r/3)y

and

(6-12)

i=1

x=l

6

6-1

^(r/?)y = 0; i = 1, • • •, a

which implies

Equations (6.12) and (6.13) imply that

(TPU = - E(Ti8)a - £ E W)«- (6-14)
i=l

t'=l j=l

(rp)ih = - Yl(TP)iJ-

(6-13)
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This implies that there are only ab parameters to be estimated. Define
/ \

V
Tx

Ta-X

Pi

0 =

fijk(B) = V + Ti + Pj + (TP)
ij-

and

(6.15)

Pb-i
(TP)U

K

(rp){a-x){b-x) j

The AQL estimate of 0 is the root of the quasi-score function
a

b

n

Jijk^ijk

.=1 7=1 k=l 9ijk ~ Jijk(")

where fijk = dfijk(9)/39^ is a ab x 1 vector that is derived from the relations

(6.10) to (6.14) to give the following values. For i = 1, • • •, a — 1; j = 1, • • •
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k = 1, ••-,«; i' =!,-••, a- !;/ = !,• • -,6-1 and A;'= 1, • • •, (a - 1)(6 - 1)

Aifc ~1
1 if *' = i
Jijk

~

<

0 otherwise
1 if j'=j
Jijk

~

<

0 otherwise
r{a+b-l+k') _ <
Jijk
' '

1 iffc'= (i-l)(&-l)+j
0

otherwise

For i= a; j = !,-••,6- 1 ,fc= 1, .--,71; %' = !,-••, a - 1; j'= !,-••,6fc'=l,--.,(a-l)(6-l)
i(i) _

2

J ajk

1 if j' = j
J ajk

0 otherwise
-1 if k' = l(b - 1) + j where / = 1, • • •, (a - 2)

Ma+b-l+k') __
J ajk

0 otherwise
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For i = 1, • • •, a — 1; j = b; k — 1, • • •, n; V = 1, • • •,
fc'=l,...,(a-l)(&-l)
rd) _ i
/i6fc — *•

Jibk ~ \

I 0 otherwise
r(a+j<) _
•/tfi/fc

1

—

—-L

-1 r(a+b-l+k')
if A.'=(t-l)(&-l)
+ m where m = 1, •••,(&- 1)
__
J ibk

0 otherwise

For z = a; j = 6; A; = 1, • • •, n; i' = 1, • • •, a — 1; j' =
l,--.,(a-l)(6-l),
/(D _ i
f(l+*"') _ 1
—

/a&jfc

~ li

fO+i') _ _i
;(a+6-l+fc') _ -,
— L-

Jabk

The AQL estimate obtained here coincides with the LS estimate as will be shown
shortly. Model (6.7) can be rewritten in the form
yijk = Vij + Ujk
where pij = V + r- + Pj + (TP)iJ>

{

= 1, • • • ,a; j = 1,-• • ,6; fc = 1, • • •

estimate of Vij 1S
_ Ek=l Vijk
Vij -

n

.
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following the same procedure used in the previous subsection. From the restriction
imposed,
a b a b

Y Y &j = Y Y(fr + *i + A + (r^)«'i) =
j=l j = l

ab

v

i=l j = l

which implies that
A __ Ej=X Ej=X Vij _ Ej=X Ej=x Ek=x yijk
ab abn
Also
71 6

Y fc = Y(fr + ?i + &) = 6(<" + f<)
i=i

i=i

which implies that
Ej=X Ek=l Vijk Ej=X Ej=X Ek=X Vijk
bn

abn

Similarly,
^6

A _ E L i Sfc=i J/*'ifc
Pi —
an abn

^£=i ^ J = I ^%=i y»jA;

and
/

/D\

E^=X
£-/k=l Vijk
£>-•?«

n

Ej=X
]C°=1
^ J —-I. Ek=l
^ ^ « — J . Vijk
«"./" _
* — ' . - X AEk=X
- ^ A — j . ^yijk
. j . . . Ej=X Ej=X Ek=X yjjk
6n
an
abn

Thus, the A Q L estimates are similar to the L S estimates.
The variance E(e2jk) of the error term corresponding to T; and pj is approximated
by
9ijk ~ fijk(B) = V* + T* + P] + T*>y - {A + Ti + 4" + T>y}2

where ft*, f*, p] and T*P*{j are the LS estimators of the parameters in the mode
(6.8) and /i, h, pj and r/?^- are the LS estimates of the parameters in the model
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(6.7). Therefore

E(eijk) & it—-lib —) = Y (yijk~^\
k=x

n

\k=x

n

J

n

k=i

where y^ — Ek=x yijk/n. Thus the variance of the error term corresponding to Tj
and Pj is estimated by the sample variance of the observations that correspond to
Ti and Pj.
In this design, both factors A and B are of equal importance. One objective of
the experiment is to test for the equality of the effects of the levels of factor
is, to test
Ho : Tx = r2 = • • • = ra = 0 against
Hx :

at least one r,- ^ 0.

Let 0 take the value in (6.15) and let
/

Tx

\

0
, and 0TO

Br =

T 1

V- /

v0/

The test of the equality of the rt-'s involves testing
H0 :

0 T = BTo against

Hx • 0T 7^ 0-ro
This test requires the computation of the statistic
Xl = (Or ~ BTJ {AX^GUBT))'1^1 (0T - 0TQ),

where 9T and 0y are the AQL estimates of 0T and 0 respectively, and Ax is a (a—1) xa
matrix such that
Ax9 = 9T.
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Under the null hypothesis, this statistic follows a chi-squared (x2_i) distributi
with a — 1 degrees of freedom. If Xo > xl-x,i-a

tne nu

^ hypothesis is rejected, at

the a level of significance.
To test for the equality of levels of factor B, the hypothesis
HQ:Px=P2 = ---=Pb = 0
is tested against the alternative
Hx : at least one Pj ^ 0.
Defining

and 9p0 =

1

\ft- J
the above hypotheses become
HQ: 9(3 = 9pQ and
Hx : 9p^ 0/3Q •
This test requires the computation of the statistic
Xo = (Bp ~ Bp0)f

{A^G^BT))'1

A',}"1 {0P - 0^

where 9p is the AQL estimate of 9p, and A2 is a (b - 1) x ab matrix such that
A29 = 9P.

Under the null hypothesis, the value of this statistic follows a chi-squared (x2_
distribution with 6-1 degrees of freedom. If Xo > Xb-i,i-a
rejected, at the a level of significance.

ttie nul1

hypothesis is
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T h e test of the equality of interaction effects, the hypothesis

H0: (TP){J = 0 for all i,j

is tested against Hx : at least one (TP){J ^ 0.
B y defining
(

\

(

(*P)xi
B(a0) =

\

0
and 9(aP)0 =

\ '

{ (aP)(a-X)(b-l) j

\0/

the above hypotheses become

Ho

-

0(a/3) = 0(<*/?)o

Hx • 0(a/3) 7^ 0(a/?)o-

This test requires the computation of the statistic

Xl = (0M) " 0(aP)o)') {A3e(^(0T))-14}"1 (0M) - 0M)o),

where 9(ap) is the AQL estimate of 0(a/?), and A3 is a (a — l)(b —\)xab matrix such
that
MB = 0(or/?).

Under the null hypothesis, the value of this statistic follows a chi-squared (X(a-i)(
distribution with (a — l)(b — 1) degrees of freedom. If Xo > X(a-i)(fe-i),i-a ^ne

nu

^

hypothesis is rejected, at the a level of significance. An Splus program that gives t

parameter estimates as well as the chi-squared statistics for the tests of the variou
hypotheses of this two factor experimental design model is given in section A.5 of
the appendix.
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Table 6.2: Battery life data

Material Temperature (°F)
Type 15 70 125

130 155

34

40 20

70

74 180

80

75 82

58

150 188 126 122 25

70

159 126 106 115 58

45

138 110 174 120 96 104
168 160 150 139 82

60

Example
This example is also taken from Montgomery (1991). An engineer wanted to design

a battery for use in a device that would be subjected to some extreme variations i
temperature. The only design parameter that he could select at that point was the
plate material for the battery, and he had three possible choices. When the device
is manufactured and is shipped to the field, the engineer has no control over the
temperature extremes that the device will encounter, and temperature is likely to
impact on the effective battery life. However, temperature could be controlled in
the product development laboratory for the purposes of a test.

The engineer decided to test all three plate materials at three temperature levels
which were consistent with the product end-use environment. Four batteries were
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Table 6.3: Battery life data: Analysis of Variance
Source of

S u m of Degrees of

variation

squares freedom Mean square FQ P-value

Material types

10683.72

5341.86

Temperature 39118.72
Interaction

19558.36

9613.78

2403.44

Error

18230.75

27

Total

77646.97

35

675.21

7.91 0.00198
28.97

0.00000

3.56 0.01860
3.56

tested at each combination of plate material and temperature, and all 36 tests were
run in random order. The experiment and resulting observed battery life data are
given in Table 6.2. The engineer wanted to answer the following questions

1. W h a t effects do material type and temperature have on the life of the battery ?

2. Is there a choice of material that would give uniformly long life regardless of
temperature ?

T h e data of this experiment is represented by model (6.7), where a — 3, b = 3,

n = 4, Ti represents the effects of the material type and Pj represents the effects
of the temperature. The function g for this data is given in equation (6.9). The
AQL estimates of the parameters obtained for this model coincide with the LS

estimators. In order to test the hypotheses of interest, the assumption of constant
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Table 6.4: Battery life data: AQL analysis

Equality of Test Statistic x2 degrees P-value
effects of of freedom
Material types 18.64 2 0.00009
Temperature 74.16 2 0.00000
Interaction 10.86 4 0.02818

variance of the error term et-j* needs to be checked. Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 represent

respectively a plot of residuals versus fitted values, residuals versus materi

and residuals versus temperature for the given data. These three graphs indica
that Eijk does not have constant variance. According to Montgomery (1991), the
problem of nonconstant variance for the e^* of this data is not severe enough

warrant any action. Thus, the hypothesis testing is done both using the analys

of variance as well as the the AQL method. The function g of the model of this

data takes the form in (6.9). Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 represent respectively a

of studentized residuals versus fitted values, studentized residuals versus ma

type and studentized residuals versus temperature for the given data. These th
graphs indicate that the function g used here is appropriate for the data.
Table 6.3.2 provides the analysis of variance and Table 6.4 gives the AQL hy-

pothesis testing results. Both analyses indicate that battery life is affected

peratures as well as material types (at the 1 % level of significance). Furthe
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Figure 6.3: Battery life data: Plot of residuals against fitted values
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Figure 6.4: Battery life data: Plot of residuals against material type
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Figure 6.5: Battery life data: Plot of residuals against temperature
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Figure 6.6: Battery life data: Plot of Studentized residuals against fitted values
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Figure 6.7: Battery life data: Plot of Studentized residuals against material type
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Figure 6.8: Battery life data: Plot of Studentized residuals against temperature
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interaction effects are also significant at the 5 % level.
This example is another illustration on how statistical inferences can be drawn
on experimental design models using the AQL method. The justification of the
AQL analysis on this data is that no assumptions of the method are violated. The
variance of the error term of the model exhibits an ambiguous pattern from figures

6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 and casts a shadow of doubt in the results of the analysis of varian

6.3.3 Experimental designs with covariates
Suppose that in an experiment with response variable y there is a variable x which
is linearly related to y. Further, suppose that x cannot be controlled by the experimenter but can be observed along with y. The variable x is called a covariate.

Analysis of the design requires adjusting the observed response variable for the ef-

fect of the covariate. This is usually done using analysis of covariance. To illustra
these ideas, consider a single factor experimental design with one covariate. Assuming that there is a linear relationship between the response and the covariate, an
appropriate model is

yij = v + n + p(xij - x) + €ij,
(i = 1, • • •, a; j = 1, • • •, n), where y^ is the jth observation on the response

under the jth treatment, £,-_,• is the measure of the covariate corresponding to yij,
x = Ei=x El=x Xij/an, p is

an

overall mean, T; is the effect of the ith treatment,

P is the linear regression coefficient indicating the dependency of y^ on Xjj, and
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Eij is a random error component. The analysis of covariance are made under the
assumptions that e,-j are normally and independently distributed with zero mean

and variance cr2, that the slope P ^ 0 and the true relationship between yij and atj
is linear, that the treatment effects sum to zero (Ei=x Ti

=

0), and the covariate Xij

is not affected by the treatments.
The analysis of such a model using the AQL method does not require the errors
tij to be normally and identically distributed with constant variance a2. The weak
assumptions of the AQL method allow for analysis to be carried out even if var(eij)
cr?-, that is, the variance of e,-j is different for each i and j, i = 1, • • •, a,
For each fixed i (i = 1, • • •, a), the variance of e„ is estimated by

9ij-fij(9)> 3 = 1, •••,«,

where fij(0) = V + r« + P(xij ~ x)

an<

^ 9ij

1S

determined by the LS fit of the model

y2j = Po + Pifaj - 5) + • • • + pqt(xij - x)qi + Eij

so that
gij

= p0 + px(xij - x) + • • • + ^(xij - 5)9i,

where the tji are positive integers to be determined by the criteria set out in sect
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5.4.1 and 5.4.2 of Chapter 5, and Po, • • • ,Pqi are some constants. Let
(

\

V
Tx

0 =

and fij(0) = V + ri + P(xij ~ x)

\

Ta-X

v. " >
(i = 1, • • •, a; j = 1, • • •, n), then the A Q L estimate of 0 is the root of
Jijtij

o,
EE
•~txj^i9ij-fij(B)
where & is a (a + 1) x 1 vector with /§> = 1, /£+1) = 1 and /#+1) = (zy - i)

for i = 1 • • •, a — l;j = 1, • • •, n while the remainder of the entries are zer
m = 1, ffi) = -1; k = 2,..., a, and /£+1) = (xaj - x). Defining
/

\

0

Tx

and 0TO
Tn =

0r =

\°J
The test of equality of means involves testing,
Ho : 6T = BTQ against
Hx'- 0T r^ 0-roTo test this hypothesis at the a level of significance, the statistic

xl = (Br ~ Bro)' {A^G^BT))-1^}'1 (0T ~ BTQ),
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is computed, where 0T and 0T are the AQL estimates of 0T and 0 respectively, and
A4 is a (a — 1) x (a + 1) matrix such that

A40 = 9r.

Under the null hypothesis, the value of this statistic follows a chi-squared (x2-i)
distribution with a - 1 degrees of freedom. If Xo > X2a-x),x-ai

tne nun

hypothesis is

rejected at a level of significance.

6.4 Discussion
The AQL method offers a way of estimating and analyzing linear models with less
stringent rules than from the traditional methods. Discussion has already been
offered on the advantages of the AQL method in the estimation and analysis of
linear regression models. What has not been discussed as yet is the analysis of
experimental design models. The analysis of variance is based on the assumption
that the errors are normally and independently distributed and have a constant
variance. When the assumptions of normality and/or constant variance are violated,
the F test is invalidated. The usual approach in dealing with nonconstant variance
is to apply a variance stabilizing transformation and then to run the analysis on

the transformed data. In this approach, the conclusions of the analysis of variance

apply to the transformed populations. Knowledge of the distribution of observations

can be used in the selection of a transformation. Discussions of transformations ar
given by Bartlett (1947), Box and Cox (1964), Dolby (1963) and Draper and Hunter
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(1969).
The AQL method offers analysis of experimental design models without the
requirement of having the variances of the error term being constant. Since the

hypothesis tests are based on an asymptotic distribution, the AQL method is mainly
useful in experiments involving relatively large data sets. The AQL method is

particularly useful when the distribution of the observations in the experiment ar
unknown. This method removes the need to identify a transformation of the data,

thereby solving a related problem instead of the problem posed. This is the greate
advantage of the AQL method.
The AQL method also provides a weakening on the assumptions of experimental

designs with covariates. The analysis of covariance require that the errors of the
model to be normally and identically distributed with constant variance. The AQL

method does not require the variance of the errors to be constant. Using this meth

it is possible to compare the treatment effects even when the variance of the erro
term is not constant.

Final discussions and arguments

The asymptotic quasi-likelihood for linear models described in this work is an

mating functions approach whose application is restricted to making inference

the parameters of linear models. As has already been discussed, focusing on th

estimating functions rather than the estimators derived therefrom provides mo

flexibility in the areas where the classical least squares and maximum likeli
proaches fail (Godambe and Kale, 1991). Furthermore, all the standard methods

estimation are included in the estimating functions approach, under minor reg

ity conditions (Godambe and Heyde, 1987). The estimating functions approach ha

the strengths of the standard methods of estimation while avoids their weakne
The asymptotic quasi-likelihood method in this work is applied on the generic
linear model

yt = ft(B) + Mt, t = l,---,T,
where yt is an observation, Mt is a martingale difference with respect to the

Tt generated by {ys, s < t}, To being a trivial cr-field, and ft(B) is a jF^-m

linear function of the parameter of interest 0. The assumptions imposed on th
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term of a linear model by the various inference methods, such as independence or

uncorrelation as well as constant variance, are all special cases of the martingale
difference Mt. Thus, the model adopted for this work encompasses the widely used
linear models.
An important aspect of the AQL methodology is that no knowledge on Mt is
assumed apart from that Mt is a martingale difference. The conditional variance
E(M2\Tt-x) is therefore unknown and the quasi-likelihood estimate given in the
equation

f ?>M< = 0
t, £(M«V«-i)

cannot be derived. In the AQL method, the conditional variance is estimated by the

function \gt — /2(0)|, where gt is a function of the powers of the predictor variable

in ft(9) and may also include variables that correspond to time and spatial orderin
The asymptotic quasi-score function
T

ftMt

Y
ti\9t-mB)\

is a martingale, which has proved quite advantageous. Properties of the AQL estimate of 0, namely consistency and asymptotic normality ( see Mvoi, Lin and
Biondini, 1997), have been shown through the martingale limit theorems. The

asymptotic normality enables the computations of confidence intervals and the carrying out of the tests of hypotheses for the parameter of interest. Although the

distribution of the AQL estimate is an asymptotic one, results of simulated data a

well as real-life data have indicated that the assumption of normality holds true.
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It is evident that the function gt is of fundamental importance in the AQL

method for linear models. This fact dictates that great gravity should be giv

the selection of the function gt of a given data set. The selection criteria f

appropriate function gt of a given data set that has been established, is base
graphical method and a chi-squared test.

The AQL method has been shown to be applicable to linear regression models and
experimental design models. In the AQL method, comparison between treatments

of an experimental design can be made even if the error term of the model exhi

heteroscedasticity. In analysis of variance, transformations are required when
error term is nonconstant. Inferences based on analysis of variance for such
apply to the transformed populations whereas those based on the AQL method

apply to the original populations. Application of the AQL method in analysis o
covariance has also been shown.

In a nutshell, the AQL method for linear models offers an alternative to exist

methods of estimation and analysis of regression models and experimental desig
models. The AQL method has an obvious advantage over the LS method in that

it does not require the error term of the model to have constant variance. The

advantage of the AQL method over the WLS method is that the determination of t

function gt generalizes the commonly used variance-functions into a single equ

thereby eliminating the problem of mis-specification of the variance function
problem with the WLS procedure. The advantage of the AQL method over analysis
of variance has already been mentioned.
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Further research can be done in refining the criteria for selection of the function
gt- The chi-squared test of detecting nonconstant variance derived from Cook and
Weisberg (1983) requires that the studentized residuals Mt be normally distributed.
A diagnostic for detecting nonconstant variance that is distribution-free and does
not insist on normality is more appropriate for this kind of methodology.
Another area in which further research can be done is the application of this
method to non-linear models. This would require a re-investigation on the issues
covered in this thesis, namely the determination of the function gt for a non-linear
model and consistency as well as convergence to normality of the estimates of the
parameters of a non-linear model

Appendix A
Splus programs

A.l AQL estimates and confidence intervals
##############################################################

# Program to provide asymptotic quasi-likelihood estimates and
# confidence intervals of the model y = a + b x
#

# The variables are:
# n: sample size
# y:values of the observations
# x: predictor variable
# param: ^vector of parameters
# qs: matrix containing values of the quasi-score function
# h: the conditional second moment of the martingale
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# yc: right hand side part of the quasi-score function
# coeff : matrix containing \dot(f)\dot(f)~\prime
# dotgl: first expression of \dot(G)_t
# dotg2: second expression of \dot(G)_t
# dotg: value of \dot(G)_t
# umat: the matrix U~2
# varsg: variance expression of the quasi-score function
# chiv: value of the chi-squared statistic
# stat: coefficient of the chi-square value when establishing
# the confidence interval
# b,ub,lbl,upl: confidence bounds
##############################################################

n_108
z_matrix(scan("esterase.dat") ,ncol=2,byrow=T) # read in data
x_z[ ,1]

xl_x~2
param_c(-17,17) # initial LS parameter values
param0_c(-37.36,18.16) # values at null hypothesis
m_o

# initialising counter

const_0.005 # value of constant c
constlO
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difO_0.3

while (difO > 0.00002){ # begin{iteration}
qs_matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=2)
yc_matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=l)

for (i in l:n){
g_-80221.71+(133.5183*xl[i])+(8025.339*x[i])
f_param[l]+param[2]*x[i]
if (m == 100){ # doubling value of constant c
const_2*const # after 100 interations
constl_const
m_0 }
h_abs(g-f~2)+constl
temp_matrix(data=c(l/h,x[i]/h,x[i]/h,x[i]~2/h),
nrow=2,ncol=2,byrow=T)
templ_matrix(data=c(y[i]/h,y[i]*x[i]/h),nrow=2,ncol=l)
qs_qs+temp
yc_yc+templ
}
paraml_solve(qs)%*'/.yc
dif_parami-par am
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param_paraml
sm_0
for (k in 1:2){
sm_sm+dif [k]~2 }

dif0_sqrt(sm/(2))
m_m+l } # end{iteration}

m
par am
const1

dotg_matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=2)
dotgl_matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=2)
dotg2_matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=2)
umat.matrix(0,nrow=2,ncol=2)
vecl_matrix(data=c(l,0),nrow=2,ncol=l)
vec2_matrix(data=c(0,l),nrow=2,ncol=l)

for (i in l:n) { #begin{hypothesis
g_-80221.71+(133.5183*xl[i])+(8025.339*x[i])
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f _param [1] +param [2] *x [i]
h_abs(g-f~2)+constl
coeff_matrix(data=c(l,x[i] ,x[i] ,x[i]~2) ,nrow=2,ncol=2,byr
temp3_(2*f*(y[i]-f)/(lT2))*coeff
temp4_(l/h)*coeff
temp5_(((y [i]-f)/h)~2)*coeff
dotgl_dotgl+temp3
dotg2_dotg2+temp4
umat_umat+temp5
} #end{hypothesis test}

dotg_dotgl-dotg2
varsg.t (-dotg) 7.*'/. (solve (umat)) 1*1 (-dotg)
chiv_ (t (param-paramO) )'/.*,/,varsg,/,*,/,(param-paramO)
varsg
solve(varsg)

statl_(t(vecl),/,*7,(solve(varsg))y.*,/.vecl)^0.5
statl #stand. dev. for intercept
st at 2_(t(vec2)M (solve (varsg) ),/0*,/0vec2) ~0.5
stat2 #stand. dev. for slope
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lbl_t(vecl)'/.*7.param-(1.96*statl) # 95°/„ bounds
ubl_t(vecl)y,*y.param+(1.96*statl)
Ib2_t(vec2)y„*y,param-(1.96*stat2)
ub2_t(vec2)y,*y„param+(1.96*stat2)

lobl_t(vecl)y,*y,param-(0.67*statl) # 50 % bounds
upbl_t (vecl)y.*°/.param+(0.67*statl)
lob2_t (vec2)0/.*y,param- (0.67*stat2)
upb2_t(vec2)'/,*y.param+(0.67*stat2)

print("The chisquare value")
chiv

print("95°/, confidence bounds")
lbl
ubl

lb2
ub2

print("50% confidence bounds")
lobl
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upbl

lob2
upb2

A.2 Studentized residuals

# This program provides the plot of Studentized residuals
# against the fitted values of the AQL estimates of a linear
# regression model y = a + b x. The plot gives an indication
# of the appropriateness of the function g. # The variables are:
# n: sample size
# x,y: predictor variable and response variable respectively
# param: AQL estimates of the parameters
# yfit: fitted values
# studr: studentized residuals
# dotf: derivative of function f
# dotfl: derivative of function f divided by function h
# HH: the hat matrix of the AQL score function.
##############################################################

n_85
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z_matrix(scan("horm.dat") ,ncol=2,byrow=T) # reading in data
y.zC ,2]
y_y[~c(85)] # removing outlying point of data
x_z[ ,1]
x_x[-c(85)]
n_n-l
yi-y~2
xl_x~2

param_c(-0.1875962,0.9771467)
studr.matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=l)
yfit_matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=l)
dotf.matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=2)
dotfl_matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=2)
h_matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=l)
constl.O

for (i in l:n){
g_(1.03179*xl[i])
f_param[l] + (param[2]*x[i])
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yfit[i]_f
h[i]_abs(g-f~2)+constl
dotf [i,l]_l/h[i]
dotf [i,2]_x[i]/h[i]
dotfl[i,l]_l
dotfl[i,2]_x[i]
}
HH.dotf I0/,*'/, (solve (t (dotf )°/,*y„dotf 1) )°/„*y,(t (dotf))

for (i in l:n){
offd_((HH[i, ]^2)y.*y.h) - (h[i]*(HH[i,i]-2))
studr[i]_(y[i]-yfitCi])/(sqrt((((l-HH[i,i])^2)*h[i])+offd))
}

# creating a postscript plot of the graph
postscript(file="hormstud.ps",onefile=T.horizontal=F.
width=8.1,height=6)
plot(yfit.studr,xlab="fitted values",
ylab="Studentized residuals")
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A.3 Diagnostic for nonconstant variance
# This program computes the statistic for testing nonconstant
# variance in a linear regression model y= a+ b x. The model
# parameters are estimated through the AQL method. The
# variables are:
# n,x,y: sample size,predictor and dependent variables
# param,const,studr: estimates, constant, Stud.resid.
# g,h,err2,sig,u: functions g,h, SE, ML of \sigma~2,
# scaled SE

n_45
z_matrix(scan("snowg.dat"),ncol=2,byrow=T)
y_zC ,1]
yi-y~2
x_z[ ,2]
xl_x~2
x2_x~3
x3_x"4
studr_c()
yfit.matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=l)
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dotf.matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=2)
dotfl_matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=2)
h.matrix(0,nrow=n,ncol=l)
constl.O

for (i in l:n)-[ # computation of the hat matrix
g_(-178.5007*x[i]) + (4.367*xl[i])-(0.0071*x2[i])
f .param [1] + (param [2] *x [i] )
yfit[i]_f
h[i]_abs(g-f~2)+constl
dotf [i,l]_l/h[i]
dotf [i,2]_x[i]/h[i]
dotfl[i,l]_l
dotfl[i,2]_x[i]
}
HH_dotfl°/,*y. (solve (t (dotf )y„*y„dotfl))y.*y.(t (dotf))

# computation of studentized residuals
for (i in l:n){
offd_((HH[i, ]'2)y„*y.h) - (h[i]*(HH[i,ir2))
studr[i]_(y[i]-yfit[i])/(sqrt((((l-HH[i,i])~2)*h[i])+offd))
}
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err2_studr~2
sig_(sum(err2))/n
u_err2/sig

d_x3-(mean(x3))

s_ ((t (u) ,/.*,/.d) 1*1 (solve (t (d) y.*y0d)) •/.*•/, (t (d) y„*y0u)) n
S # the value of the test tatistic.

A.4 One way analysis of variance model
#############################################################

# This program gives the parameter estimates of a completely
# randomised design for p treatments each replicated r times.
# The variables are :
# y: vector of observations
# yl: square of observations
# temp,coeff: matrix of dummy variables
# treat: vector of treatment effects
# mul: overall mean for the function g_t
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# param,paraml,param2,param0: vector of parameter estimates
# rep: vector of observations in a given treatment
# yc,qc: vector,matrix expressions of the score function
# f,g,h: functions f (of model), g and h
# tt: vector of the estimates of the first (t-l) treatment
# effects
# sm,dif,difO: variables related to differences of estimates
# on consecutive iterations
# m: counter
# dotgl,dotg2,temp3,temp4: matrices related to the derivative
# of the score function
# vecl,vec2: vectors concerned with the parameter estimates
################################################################

p_4 r_6 y.matrix(scanCpeak.dat") ,nrow=24,ncol=l)
yi-y~2
temp_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
treat_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=l)
mul_mean(yl)
param_matrix(l,nrow=(p+l),ncol=l)
paramO_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=l)
par am0[l]_6.4975
paraml_matrix(0,nrow=(p+l),ncol=l)
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param2_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=l)
m_0
dif0.0.3
constl_0
const_0.005

for (i in l:p){ # begin{determination of function g}
rep_matrix(0,nrow=r,ncol=l)
for (j in l:r){
rep[j]_ylC((i-D*r)+j]
}
treat [i]^mean(rep)-mul
} # end{determination of function g}

for (i in l:(p-i)){

#

begin{determination of \dot{f}}

temp[i,l]_l
temp[i,(i+1)]_1
temp[p,(i+l)]_-l
} #end{determination of \dot{f}}
temp[p,l]_l

while (difO > 0.00002){

#begin{current iteration }
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qs_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
yc_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=l)
h_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=l)

for (i in l:p){
g_mul+treat [i]
f _param [1] +param [i+1]
if (m == 100){
const_2*const
constl_const
m_0
}
h[i]_abs(g-(f~2))+constl
for (j in l:r){
qs_qs+((l/h[i])*(temp[i, Yh*lt(temp[i, ])))
yc_yc+((y[((i-l)*r)+j]/h[i])*temp[i, ])
}
}
param2_solve (qs) y.+'/.yc
tt_param2[-c(l)]
paraml_rbind(param2,-sum(tt))
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dif_parami-param
param_paraml
sm_0
for (k in l:(p+l)){
sm_sm+(dif [k]~2)
}
dif0_sqrt(sm/p)
m_m+l
} #end{current iteration }
param2
param
m
constl
h

# hypothesis tests computations
begin here dotg_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
dotgl_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
dotg2_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
umat.matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
coeff_matrix(0,nrow=p,ncol=p)
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for (i in l:p) {
g_mul+treat [i]
f_param[l]+param[i+l]
h_abs(g-f~2)+constl
coeff_temp[i, ]y,*'/.t (temp[i, ])
for (j in l:r){
temp3_(2*f*(y[((i-l)*r)+j]-f)/(h-2))*coeff
temp4_(1/h)*coeff
temp5_(((y[((i-D*r)+j]-f)/h)^2)*coeff
dotgl_dotgl+temp3
dotg2_dotg2+temp4
umat_umat+temp5
}
}
dotg_dotgl-dotg2
varsg_t(-dotg)1*1(solve(umat))1*1(-dotg)
varsgl_varsg[c(2:p),c(2:p)]

chivl_(t(param2[-c(l)]))y.*°/varsgiy.*y,param2[-c(l)]

print("The chisquare value")
chivl
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# statistic for testing the equality of treatment effects

A.5 Two factor experimental design
# This program gives the parameter estimates of a two factor
# factorial design. One factor, say factor A has v levels and
# the other factor, say factor B has b levels. The experiment
# is replicated r times. The data entered by factor A first
# then by factor B then by replication. The parameters are:
# y: vector of observations
# yl: square of observations
# temp,coeff: matrix of dummy variables
# treat: vector of treatment effects
# mul: overall mean for the function g_t
# param, par ami, param2, par amO: vector of parameter estimates
# rep: vector of observations in a given treatment
# yc,qc: vector,matrix expressions of the score function
# f>g,h: functions f (of model), g and h
# tt: vector of the estimates of the first (t-l) treatments
# effects
# sm,dif,dif0: variables related to differences
# of estimates on consecutive iterations
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# m: counter
# dotgl,dotg2,temp3,temp4: matrices related to the
# derivative of the score function
# vecl,vec2: vectors concerned with the parameter estimates
##############################################################

v_3
b_3
r_4
y_matrix(scan("life.dat"),nrow=(b*v*r),ncol=l)
yi-y~2
treat.matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=l)
mul_mean(yl)
param_matrix(l,nrow=((v*b)+v+b+l),ncol=l)
paraml_matrix(0,nrow=((v*b)+v+b+l),ncol=l)
param2_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=l)
paramO_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=l)
paramO [l]_mean(y)
param00_matrix(0,nrow=((v*b)+v+b+l),ncol=l)
paramOO[1]_mean(y)
m_0
dif0_0.3
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constl.O
const_0.005

for (i in l:v){

#begin{determination of g}

for (j in l:b){
rep_matrix(0,nrow=r,ncol=l)
for (k in l:r){
rep[k]_yl[((i-l)*b*r) + ((j-l)*r)+k]
}
treat [((i-1)*b)+j]_mean(rep)-mul
}
} #end{determination of g}

temp_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=(v*b))
temp[v*b,l]_l
for (i in l:v){
if (i < v){
temp [v*b,i+1]_-l
}
for (j in l:b){

#begin{\dot{f}_{ij}}
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if (j < b){
temp[v*b,v+j]_-l
}
if ( (i < v) kk (j < b)){
temp[v*b,v+b-l+((i-1)*(b-l))+j]_l
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,l]_l
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,i+l]_l
temp [((i-1)*b)+j,v+j] _1
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,v+b-l+((i-l)*(b-l))+j]_l
}
else{ if ((i==v) kk (j < b)) {
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,l]_l
temp[((i-l)*b)+j ,v+j]_l
for (1 in l:(v-l)){
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,1+1]_-1
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,v+b-l+((l-l)*(b-l))+j]_-l
}
}
else{ if ((i < v) kk (j == b)) {
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,l]_l
temp[((i-l)*b)+j,i+l]_l
for (p in l:(b-l)){
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temp[((i-l)*b)+j,v+p]_-l
temp[((i-1)*b)+j,v+b-l+((i-l)*(b-l))+p]_-l
}
}

#end{\dot{f}_{ijk}

while (difO > 0.0002){

#begin{estimate}

qs_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=(v*b))
yc_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=l)
h_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=l)

for (i in l:v){ #begin{current iteration}
for (j in l:b){
g_mul+treat[((i-l)*b)+j]
f_param[l]+param[i+l]+param[l+v+j]+param[l+v+b+((i-l)*b)+j]
if (m == 100){
const_2*const
constl.const
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m_0

h[((i-l)*b)+j]_abs(g-(f~2))+constl
for (k in l:r){
qs_qs+((l/h[((i-l)*b)+j])*(temp[((i-l)*b)+j, ]
y.*y,t(temp[((i-l)*b)+j, ])))
yc_yc+((y[((i-l)*b*r)+((j-l)*r)+k]/h[((i-l)*b)+j])
*temp[((i-l)*b)+j, ])
}

#end{current iteration}
param2_solve(qs)y,*yoyc

#begin{estimation of all parameters}

paramat_matrix(param2[c((v+b) : (v*b))] ,nrow=(v-l) ,ncol=(b-l) ,byr

paraml_c(param2[c(l :v)] ,-sum(param2[c(2: v)] ) ,param2[c((v+l) : (
-sum(param2[c((v+l):(v+b-1))]))

for (i in l:(v-l)){
paraml_c(paraml,paramat[i, ],-sum(paramat[i, ]))
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for (j in l:(b-l)){
paraml_c(paraml,-sum(paramat[ ,j]))
}
paraml_c(paraml,sum(param2[c((v+b):(v*b))]))
#end{estimation of all parameters}

dif_parami-par am
param_paraml
dif_dif~2
sm_sum(dif)
dif0_sqrt(sm/((v*b)+v+b+l))
m_m+l
} #end{estimates}
param
m

##############################################################

#This part deals with the computation of the chi-square
#statistic to establish whether or not the model is
#significant. The hypothesis of the significance of the
# interaction effects, main effects of factor A and main
# effects of factor B are also worked out. The parameters are:
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# dotg,dotgl,dotg2: matrices relating to \dot(G)_T~*
# umat: the matrix U_T~2
# vecl: vector isolating the interaction effects
# chiv,chivl,chiv2,chiv3: chisquare statistic
###############################################################

dotg_matrix(0, nrow= (v*b),ncol= ( v*b))
dotgl_matrix(0 ,nrow= (v*b) ,ncol= (v*b))
dotg2_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b) ,ncol=(v*b))
umat .matrix (0, nrow= ( v*b) , ncol= (v*b) )
vecl_matrix(l,nrow=((v*b)-v-b+l),ncol=l)
vec2_matrix(l,nrow=(v-l),ncol=l)
vec3_matrix(l,nrow=(b-l),ncol=l)

coeff_matrix(0,nrow=(v*b),ncol=(v*b))

for (i in l:v){
for (j in l:b){
coeff_temp[((i-l)*b)+j, ]l*lt(temp[((i-1)*b)+j, ])
g_mul+treat[((i-l)*b)+j]
f_param00 [1]+param00[i+1]+param00[1+v+j]
+param00[l+v+b+((i-l)*b)+j]
h_abs(g-f~2)+constl
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for (k in l:r){
temp3_(2*f*(y[((i-i)*b*r)+((j-l)*r)+k]-f)/(h~2))*coeff
temp4_(l/h)*coeff
temp5_(((y[((i-l)*b*r)+((j-l)*r)+k]-f)/h)~2)*coeff
dotgl_dotgl+temp3
dotg2_dotg2+temp4
umat_umat+temp5

}
}
}
dotg_dotgl-dotg2
varsg.t (-dotg) 1*1 (solve (umat) ) y.*°/,(-dotg)
varsgl_varsg[-c(l:(v+b-1)),-c(l:(v+b-1))]
varsg2_varsg[c(2:v),c(2:v)]
varsg3_varsg[c((v+l):(v+b-1)),c((v+l):(v+b-1))]

chiv_(t (param2-param0) )y.*y,varsgy.*y,(param2-param0)
print("statistic for significance of model is")
chiv

chivl_(t(param2[-c(l: (v+b-1))] ))y.*y.varsgl
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y.*y,(param2[-c(l: (v+b-1))])
print("statistic for significance of interaction effects is")
chivl

chiv2_ (t (param2 [c(2: v)] ) )y.*y„var sg20/,*y,(param2 [c(2: v)] )
print ("statistic for the main effects of A is")
chiv2

chiv3_(t(param2[c((v+l) : (v+b-1))] ))y.+'/.varsg3
1*1 (param2[c((v+l): (v+b-1))])
print("statistic for the main effects of B is")
chiv3
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